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1 Introduction 

Background 

1.1 Chester was one of 17 English towns and cities to receive a share of over £100m 
funding starting in 2008 as part of the Department for Transport’s Cycling Towns 
programme. Known as Cycle Chester, the scheme will receive funding for three 
years covering the period 2008-11 to help ensure sustained travel behaviour change. 
One of the main aims of the Cycling Towns programme is to encourage local 
residents to cycle shorter journeys and to explore the leisure routes that exist in 
their local area.  

1.2 The Cycle Chester programme is divided into three main workstreams:  

I Training and participation, which will focus on the provision of Bikeability 
training to Level 2 for children, and Level 3 for adults.  

I Marketing and promotion, which will develop a strong and consistent brand for 
Cycle Chester which will be visible across all project streams, from cycle to work 
schemes to cycling events. 

I Infrastructure improvements, which will aim to address the current barriers to 
cycling in Chester, tackling issues such as permeability, signage and cycle 
parking. 

1.3 Chester’s compact, historic centre is a major tourist attraction, attracting more 
than 38 million visitors a year. Though the historic centre is undoubtedly one of 
Chester’s greatest assets, the historic cruciform layout and enclosure by both the 
Roman walls and a 1960’s ring road mean that ease of access by walking and cycling 
is limited. City centre severance is furthered by the River Dee to the south and the 
Shropshire Union canal to the north. As a result, the city centre’s level of 
permeability by bicycle is a key concern for Cycle Chester and the programme of 
improvements will focus on increasing permeability. 

Cycle Chester Masterplan 

1.4 Steer Davies Gleave was commissioned by Cheshire West and Chester Council to 
prepare a cycling masterplan for Chester. The masterplan aims to provide a 
programme of suggested improvements to remove physical barriers to cycling in and 
around Chester city centre, improve city centre permeability for cycles, and 
stimulate modal shift towards cycling.  

1.5 This Cycle Masterplan will help Cycle Chester to achieve its overarching aim of 
delivering an excellent city cycling infrastructure. In addition, the masterplan will 
contribute towards the following Cycle Chester objectives: 

I doubling the number of journeys made by bike in and around Chester by 2011; 
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I making cycling the most obvious choice for local travel; 

I raising awareness of Chester as a Cycling Demonstration Town locally, regionally 
and nationally1.  

1.6 The focus of this study has been on physical infrastructure and signage 
improvements. It is clear, however, that the implementation of any new 
infrastructure should be accompanied by comprehensive promotional and behaviour 
change interventions to help maximise the potential utilisation of the 
infrastructure. 

Purpose of this Report  

1.7 This document sets out infrastructure and signage improvements for the City Centre 
and ‘interface zone’ (500m to 1000m outside the City Centre). Whilst this study 
focuses on the City Centre, where issues on the edge of this zone have been 
identified, we have considered them in the context of their surroundings. A good 
example of this is where we have considered improvements to a corridor which 
extends beyond the edge of the City Centre. 

1.8 The main purpose of this report is to provide a prioritised programme of 
improvements that can be implemented. We have identified the timescale over 
which these proposals can be implemented. Whilst this report contains concept 
designs for the proposed cycle infrastructure improvements, further engineering 
feasibility work will be required in due course to develop these drawings into 
detailed designs.   

1.9 The structure of this report is as follows: 

I Chapter two provides an overview of the existing situation from analysis of 
travel patterns, the cycle audits undertaken and the stakeholders that have been 
consulted. 

I Chapter three provides details of the design principles that have informed the 
development of the cycle infrastructure and cycle parking proposals and also 
concept designs for these proposals. 

I Chapter four presents the wayfinding and legibility principles and proposals. 

I Chapter five examines options for embedding cycling within the policy 
framework. 

I Chapter six presents the indicative scheme budgets and timescales for delivery. 

I Chapter seven provides recommendations and areas for further work. 

1.10 This report also has several appendices: 

I Appendix A presents the notes from the Cycle Chester Steering Group Meetings; 
                                                 

 

 

 

1 Cycling in West Cheshire – overarching activities, campaigns and development plans – Cheshire West 
and Chester Council (2009) 
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I Appendix B presents the Chester Cycle Campaign Cycle Parking Audit; 

I Appendix C presents notes of the benchmarking interviews conducted with Local 
Authorities;  

I Appendix D presents a summary of the signage audit; and 

I Appendix E presents proposed infrastructure scheme drawings. 
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2 Existing Situation 

Stakeholder Consultation 

Introduction 

2.1 An essential element of this study has been to ensure that key stakeholders have 
been consulted throughout the development of the cycling proposals. We have 
consulted with key stakeholders twice – further details of the consultations that 
have taken place are included in Table 2-1.  

2.2 The purpose of the first consultation was to establish views on the existing issues 
and challenges and to discuss the key design principles that form the basis for this 
masterplan.  

2.3 The second consultation has been used to present emerging scheme proposals and to 
gain feedback from stakeholders on these. 

TABLE 2-1 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 

Name Organisation Dates Consulted 

Peter Black, David 
Robinson and Simon 
Brown 

Chester Cycle Campaign 2nd September 

7th October 

 Cycle Chester Steering Group 3rd September 

7th October 

12th November 

Jochem Hollestelle Chester Renaissance 3rd September 

Jamie Matthews LTP coordinator, CWAC 3rd September 

8th December 

Stephen Wundke City Centre Coordinator 3rd September 

 

2.4 Notes from the Steering Group meetings are included in Appendix A.  

Key issues raised during Stakeholder Consultation 

2.5 There were several key issues that have been raised during the Stakeholder 
Consultation meetings. The Cycle Campaign in particular has been very helpful in 
providing background information that informed this study. In particular they have 
provided copies of the Cycle Parking Audit that they have completed in Chester 
which is included as Appendix B to this document. 
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Cycle audit 

Introduction 

2.6 This report sets out the various cycle network issues that have emerged from 
completion of the Chester cycle network audit. The audit is set out by geographic 
location. Figure 2.1 illustrates the audit locations which correspond with the 
number given to each of the audit sites. 

About the audit 

2.7 The audit was conducted on bicycles, stopping safely where necessary and auditing 
various locations around the city. Specific locations were identified for the audit 
beforehand, and others were added during the course of the audit. For each 
location, potential interventions have been set out in response to the issues and 
challenges identified.  

Overall network audit 

2.8 Upon completion of the cycle audit, it became apparent that Chester has huge 
potential in terms of cycle infrastructure. For the potential to be realised a number 
of boundaries, network gaps and infrastructure improvements need to be addressed: 

I In general a lack of signage for cyclists was found throughout the network, 
except on the regional and national routes; 

I There were a few instances where the current cycle network provision was 
deemed inappropriate for the circumstances; 

I A major barrier to cycling in Chester is the lack of road space on many arterials 
often with 2 lanes of traffic running in each direction taking up all available 
space and forcing cyclists onto the pavement; 

I The nature of the city, being surrounded by walls on one side and a river on the 
other, creates further restrictions to road space and access; and 

I A number of lanes on a road can make turning right a difficult proposition for a 
cyclist, especially with no cyclist infrastructure provision. 

2.9 Key boundaries to cyclists entering the city were identified on the arterial roads, 
mainly roundabouts and gateways on roads into the city with little cyclist provision, 
or places where physical boundaries prevent cycle movements. 
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FIGURE 2.1 CHESTER CYCLE AUDIT REFERENCE MAP 
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1. Canal Side West 

Site Description 

Canal side west essentially marks the first access point to Chester City centre from the canal 
towpath (National cycle route 45 (and 70/71). 

The route takes the cyclist under South View Road, Tower road and St. Martins Way where the 
main access to the city centre is situated. 

Issues 

Steep slopes and uneven surfacing: A significant uphill gradient runs from the South View Road 
underpass to the St Martins Way underpass on a poorly surfaced path. The gradient and poor 
surface causes difficulty both going up and down the path, with tight corners at the bottom. 
The route up to St. Martins Way is cobbled and can be uncomfortable for cyclists. 

Poorly lit and oppressive areas: The underpass has little lighting, which will increase cyclist’s 
reluctance to use the path. The environment is also oppressive, especially around the large 
concrete overpass of St. Martins Way. 

Significant lack of signage: Signage is minimal, this is a problem as cyclists and pedestrians do 
not know which path to take to get to their destination, especially with the canal being below 
City level. 

Potential Interventions 

Resurfacing and warning: A smoother surface would make it much easier to ascend the 
gradient, and signs warning cyclists of the tight bend at the bottom of the slope would allow 
cyclists to prepare and travel at a safe speed. 

Improved lighting and ambience: Increasing lighting and beautification of the area, especially 
through the underpasses, would create a much more enjoyable and safe atmosphere for the 
cyclist.  

Improvement of signage: Signs showing cyclists where they are in-relation to Chester City would 
allow visitors to navigate more efficiently through the cities network. 

PASS UNDER ST. MARTINS WAY 
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2. St Martins Gate 

Site Description 

Situated on the City wall, just above the canal, St. Martins Gate provides access into the City 
for pedestrians and cyclists alike.  

It’s location at a quieter part of the city makes it an excellent location for cyclists to enter. 

Issues 

Narrow, poorly maintained link between the canal towpath and the gate. 

Cobbled path maybe unsuitable for some types of bicycle. 

Key decision point with a lack of signage 

Potential Interventions 

Resurface path linking canal towpath to St. Martins Gate to make it possible for all types of 
bicycle, and improve cyclist environment.  

Cut back and maintain vegetation to allow more light along the path, to allow easy cyclist 
access. 

Improve signage both to St. Martins Gate, and then at the decision point upon entering through 
the City walls. 

ST. MARTINS GATE    ST. MARTINS GATE ACCESS 
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3. Northgate 

Site Description 

Northgate is situated at the northern end of Northgate Street, upon entering the 
Cities walls. 

Road is a major access route to the city centre, and is one-way, cyclists can travel 
in both directions thanks to a contra flow cycle lane. 

Issues 

The gate decreases the width of the road quite suddenly; this is an issue due the 
number o HGV’s and buses that regularly use the road, reducing the width of 
bicycle road space. 

Potential Interventions 

Interventions are difficult due to restrictive nature of the structure. 

NORTHGATE 
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4. Northgate Street 

Site Description 

Length of road running from Northgate to the City Centre pedestrianised area, heavy traffic 
including HGV’s and buses. 

Includes a cyclist contra flow lane, leading away from the City Centre. 

Roads run to a significant area of cycle racks and entrance to City Centre. 

Issues 

Contra flow lane used in both directions due to the lack of road space and significant number 
of parked/loading vehicles on the opposite side. 

Side streets emerge onto the cycle lane with low visibility due to the nature of the shop 
facades along the pavement, causing an unsafe environment. 

Very little space to cycle with buses/lorries often encroaching into the cycle lane, causing an 
unsafe environment. 

No signage to canal access. 

Potential Interventions 

Turn the contra flow cycle lane into a two way cycle lane away from the loading vehicles. 

Restrictions on parking in cycle lanes should be vigorously enforced; this will dissuade 
vehicles from stopping in the cycle lane and thus cause unsafe conditions for the cyclist. 

Improve signage to allow cyclists the simplest route to their destination. 

NORTHGATE STREET 
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5. Racecourse link 

Site Description 

Situated along the side of the Racecourse and elevated railway, towards New Crane St.  

Key route between the future Deva link and City Centre. 

Issues 

Path is overgrown with vegetation reducing the amount of cycling space available. 

Very poor surface with potential drainage issues from the elevated railway getting under the 
path surface and creating large potholes, creating an unpleasant and unsafe cycle path. 

Occasional hazards, such as old metal obtruding from the elevated railway wall. 

Part closures on Racecourse reduce permeability of network, and dissuade use of this length 
by cyclists who may not know when the route will be closed. 

Potential Interventions 

Path resurfacing and tacking underlying drainage issues would create a much smoother and 
maintainable route and a better environment for cyclists. 

Proper maintenance of vegetation from the Racecourse would increase the width of cycle 
space, making it easier for cyclists to pass one another. 

An extensive hazard check and removal along the wall of the elevated railway will create a 
much safer environment. 

Ensure that the route is open as much as is feasible, Cycle Chester to negotiate clear 
provision of closure times by the Racecourse.  

ROUTE HAZARDS    ROUTE OPENING TIMES NOTICE 
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6. New Crane Street crossing 

Site Description 

This is the cycle link from the Racecourse route into the city centre, crossing New Crane 
Street, then containing an off road section before re-joining the road at the city wall. 

Issues 

The time it takes to use the off road section (around 150 metres long) is not worth coming off 
the road, this is exasperated with the difficulties found when wanting to re-join the road 
further up. 

The off-road route is actually on a pavement through a car park, encroaching cars and 
vegetation significantly reduce the width of the cycle lane, and passing cyclists can 
potentially cause accidental damage to the parked vehicles. 

Little or no signage. 

Potentially dangerous crossing of dual carriageway twice, with a stretch in the centre of the 
road. 

Potential Interventions 

Add a toucan/pelican crossing where Racecourse link reaches New Crane Street, to allow both 
pedestrians and cyclists ease to cross into the centre of the road, and then another crossing 
after the cyclist has travelled down the centre of the road to the next junction to allow easy 
access to the cycle lane on the other side. This would provide a safe route to joining New 
Crane Street and link to the city centre. 

Continue cycle lane along the road, rather than off road, this will increase time saved by 
cyclist and eradicate the problem of returning back onto the road, and potential conflicts 
with parked cars and pedestrians. 

ROUTE THROUGH CAR PARK 
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7. Watergate Street 

Site Description 

Watergate is at the western end of the city centre and offers a potential gateway to cycle 
traffic accessing the city centre from the west, principally Blacon. At present, Watergate 
Street is one-way (traffic flows out of the city centre onto the ring road) and is semi-
pedestrianised. 

Watergate Street continues on the western side of the ring road but is open to two-way 
traffic and not pedestrianised; it merges with New Crane Street and links cycle routes along 
the Dee. 

Issues 

Access into the city centre is restricted by one-way running, although in practice the street is 
used by some cyclists to access the city centre. 

Guard rails and barriers at the end of the pedestrianised section channel traffic onto the ring 
road and do not facilitate cycle movements across the ring road.  

Pedestrian only crossings over the ring road. 

Potential Interventions 

Allowing two-way running for cycles along the pedestrianised section of Watergate Street 
would improve permeability considerably. This should be accompanied by the removal of 
guard rails at the intersection with the ring road and the introduction of toucan or cycle-
specific crossings to facilitate cycle movements across this junction. 

WATERGATE STREEET 
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8. Grosvenor Bridge 

Site Description 

Busy, main road over bridge to the south of the city, linking the A55 and suburbs to Chester. 

Key access route over the River Dee. 

Issues 

The bridge (around 130m long) has limited road space, thus creating a difficult link for 
cyclists to share with vehicles. This results in many cyclists taking to the pavement and 
conflicting with pedestrians. Where cyclists do not ride on the pavement, vehicles try to 
squeeze past creating an unsafe environment. 

Traffic can travel very fast over the bridge, which adds further to cyclists wanting to ride 
along the pavement. 

Three lanes of traffic to the north have little benefit given the 2 lane capacity over the 
bridge. 

Potential Interventions 

Reduce 3 lanes to 2 at the north of the bridge and re-assign to create cycle lanes. This will 
improve the cyclist’s environment, make them feel more secure and safe and make them 
more visible to vehicles when filtering onto the bridge. The cycle lane should then continue 
after the bridge to the south.   

Warning signs to vehicles should be given, to stop them attempting to overtake cyclists on the 
130m length of the bridge. This will further secure the cyclists position. 

GROSVENOR BRIDGE 
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9. Grosvenor Road/Nun’s Road/Castle Drive 

Site Description 

Busy, main road over bridge to the south of the city, linking the A55 and suburbs to Chester. 

Key access route over the River Dee. 

Issues 

The junction does not facilitate cycle movements from Nun’s Road to Castle Drive, or towards 
Grosvenor Bridge. This forces cyclists to turn left, cycle round the roundabout then come 
back on themselves to turn into Castle Drive. Cyclists generally will not do this, and this may 
result in illegal and dangerous manoeuvres by the cyclist. 

Pedestrian only crossing does not facilitate cyclist crossing. 

This junction is important as it could form part of the cyclist ‘ring road’. 

 

Potential Interventions 

The junction here is very wide, with plenty of space for infrastructural change to make the 
cyclists journey progression more effective, possibly with the addition of a toucan. 

NUNS ROAD/ GROSVENORS ROAD 
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10. Handbridge 

Site Description 

One lane bridge over the River Dee, with ordered signalling to allow intermittent passing by 
both sides.  

Contains links to pedestrian and cyclist only riverside routes.  

Pinch point with little room for infrastructural changes. 

Issues 

Conflicts where Castle Road meets Handbridge for turning right, often a queue of traffic 
makes it difficult for a cyclist to get into the lane on the left hand side. This conflict also 
occurs on the other side of the river between Handbridge and Mill Street, where cyclists 
coming along the river from the East try to get into the City Centre via Handbridge. 

These issues result in cyclists using the footpath to cross the river, conflicting with 
pedestrians. 

Potential Interventions 

Design changes at junctions between Castle Road/Handbridge and Mill Street/Handbridge to 
enable cyclists to easier access to the cyclist advanced priority box. 

Possibly enough space to build in a two way cycle lane, which would allow cyclists from Mill 
Street easier access across Handbridge. 

CYCLISTS COMING FROM MILL STREET TO CROSS HANDBRIDGE 
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11. The Dingle (Curzon Park) 

Site Description 

Area of woodland, parkland and riverside pathway linking the areas of Saltney and Lache to 
Chester City Centre via Handbrige. 

Links from Curzon Park North to Handbridge. 

Not maintained and a variety of surfaces. 

Issues 

Surfacing is variable, with stone chippings and dirt paths making up most of the route, making 
it unsuitable for many types of bicycle and cyclist. 

Very overgrown and ill maintained in areas and barriers, making it difficult for cyclists to 
traverse. 

Steep gradients are currently a problem with the current surfacing, also a large number of 
steps. 

Potential Interventions 

Should be designated as a cycle route to the city centre, very quick way of getting to the 
centre whilst bypassing Grosvenor Bridge, also on picturesque off-road route, plenty of space 
for infrastructure. 

Should be resurfaced to allow cycle use, and cut back vegetation.  

Cycle rail should be added to the set of steps leading up to Dingle Bank (possibly too steep to 
add a cycle path in). 

Route could add to cycle lane already in place along Hough Green. 

Signage should be in place to let people know how far the City Centre is from Hough Green 
via new off road route. 

THE DINGLE 
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12. Suspension Bridge 

Site Description 

Pedestrian and cyclist bridge over the River Dee to the south of the City. 

Issues 

Poor connectivity between city centre and north end of bridge, steps onto bridge make it 
difficult for cyclists. 

Potential Interventions 

Infrastructure changes to allow cyclists easier access to the bridge 

CHAINBRIDGE ACCESS 
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13. The Bars Gyratory 

Site Description 

This multi-lane junction is located at the eastern end of Foregate Street and so acts as a 
significant barrier to cycle traffic entering and leaving the city for the east. The junction has 
wide sweeping roads, traffic speeds can be high although motor vehicle traffic volumes 
observed at the time of the audit were not high. 

Issues 

Cycling on the gyratory can be intimidating because of the need to change lanes amid fast 
flowing traffic. There is no infrastructure for cycles. There is a crush risk for cycles filtering 
between traffic and the guard rails on the approaches to traffic signals. 

Crossing the junction on foot can be time consuming and routes unclear. There is a network 
of subways and pedestrian crossings at grade but desire lines are impeded by barriers and 
guard rails. 

Potential Interventions 

A low cost intervention would be to incorporate features such as advance stop lines and cycle 
lanes on both the junction and its approaches, which would clearly allocate road space to 
cycles and improve awareness among drivers.  The removal of guard rails where possible 
would help to alleviate crush risk for filtering cycles. 

More radical interventions could involve remodelling the junction to allow a return to two-
way running for all traffic, as is being implemented currently at the Aldgate gyratory in 
Whitechapel, East London. A return to two-way running would remove the multiple lanes and 
could provide a safer environment for cycles. 

THE BARS GYRATORY 
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14. Hoole Way Roundabout 

Site Description 

Large 4 armed roundabout connecting Hoole Way, St Oswald’s Way and Frodsham Street, 
close proximity to railway station and an access point to the city centre from the north and 
northeast. 

Issues 

Challenging and unwelcoming roundabout for cyclists on some arms, varying cycle facilities 
provision. 

Potential Interventions 

Greater provision for cyclist at each junction and along each arm of the roundabout including 
cycle lanes and advanced stop lines. 

Strengthen the existing arrangement that diverts cycles along the eastern side of the junction 
towards Brook Street. This could be improved to make a more obvious junction bypass. 

HOOLE WAY ROUNDABOUT 
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15. City Road (canal access) 

Site Description 

Access to canal towpath and cycle network from City Road, which connects directly to the 
Train Station.  

Slow moving traffic and parked cars along the route from the Train Station to access point. 

Issues 

Only step access to canal, no provision for cyclists. 

No signage for cyclists either from the road or once onto the canal. 

Poor lighting under the bridge, which is essential due to the proximity of the canal. 

Potential Interventions 

Improve cyclist access to/from City Road, in the short term through adding cycle rails to the 
steps, and in the long term by adding sloped access to City Road.  

Improve signage starting at the train station, indicating access to canal down City Road. 
Indicate access, and then add signage at decision point once on the canal towpath. 

POOR ACCESS TO/FROM CITY ROAD 
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16. Hoole Road Bridge 

Site Description 

Road bridge running over rail tracks close to train station. Brook Street runs over Hoole 
Bridge. 

From Chester, 2 lanes of traffic merge to one after a large signalised junction, due to the 
width of the bridge. Only one lane of traffic comes in from the opposite side. 

Emerging from the bridge towards Chester, one lane changes to 4 lanes at the large signalised 
junction. 

Emerging from the bridge way from Chester the lane continues as one. 

Issues 

Tight space for 2 vehicles, very little space for cyclists, with cyclists generally being pushed 
onto the pavements and conflicting with pedestrians, rather than cycle along with fast 
moving vehicles. 

Large junction just before the bridge challenging for cyclists, with no infrastructure provision. 

Significant cyclist hazard where 2 lanes become one and road width shortens at the same 
time. Very unsafe length of road for cyclists. 

Narrow width continues after the bridge away from Chester, enforced by central road 
markings. 

Potential Interventions 

Introduce cycle infrastructure at large junction before bridge, scope for road area 
reallocation to cycle lanes. 

Reduce 2 lane approaches to bridge to 1 lane earlier, and use road space to implement a 
cycle lane going away from Chester. Check to see if enough space to continue any sort of 
cycle lane over the bridge, though may still be unsafe. 

Take away central road markings after the bridge away from Chester, and reallocate to cycle 
lane. 

Potential for cyclist shortcut to train station towards Chester through station car park to the 
right of the bridge coming away from Chester, significantly reducing the time from Hoole 
Bridge to the station for cyclists. 

HOOLE WAY BRIDGE – CYCLIST PROBLEMS 
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17. NCN5 to Northgate 

Site Description 

Cycle link from the national cycle route to Northgate.  

Good quality route from NCN5 to St. Oswald’s Way, ending in a segregated cycle lane along 
St. Oswald’s Way. 

Issues 

Can be difficult to work out where the route leads, and which direction one should be taking 
upon crossing St. Oswald’ Way. 

Riding back on yourself to cross the dual carriage way isn’t the most effective way to cross. 

Potential Interventions 

Increase signage for cyclists to ease access across dual carriage way, and guide them to North 
Gate. 

NCN5 TO NORTHGATE 
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18. Fountains Roundabout 

Site Description 

Roundabout in the North of the city, connecting Liverpool Rd, St. Oswald’s Way, St Martins 
Way and Upper Northgate Street.  

Situated on the ring road, connecting dual carriageway with heavy traffic, signalised 
roundabout. 

Subway system for pedestrians in all directions. 

Issues 

Challenging cycling conditions on some approaches to the roundabout, with very tight road 
widths with 3 lanes.  

Signalised nature of the roundabout makes it a little easier for cyclists to get in lane. 

Potential Interventions 

Use the subway system for cyclists (already used by cyclists) through adding cycle only paths 
to reduce conflict with pedestrians. 

Reduce number of lanes on approach and add in cycle lanes (on road). 

FOUNTAINS ROUNDABOUT 
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19. University of Chester 

Site Description 

The University is situated in the north of the City, situated between the canal and Park Gate 
Road. 

Issues 

One of the problems here is that there is only one access point from the towpath to the 
University, towards the southern end of the campus. A fence runs along the canal, the fence 
has several locked gates. 

Alternative access to City Centre via Park Gate Road and Fountains Roundabout, which are 
very challenging routes 

Potential Interventions 

Create additional access to the canal towpath near to the all weather pitch, thus enabling 
student and staff (both cyclists and pedestrians) easy, off road access to Chester City Centre. 
Security features should be included in this intervention to allay any fears from the 
university.  

Improve cyclist access along Park Gate Road through adding a cycle lane to the route. 

FENCE BETWEEN UNIVERSITY AND TOWPATH 
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20. Countess of Chester Hospital 

Site Description 

To the North of the city and the university, the hospital is around 2km outside the City 
Centre.  

Accessible via the canal towpath, Park Gate Road and Liverpool Road. 

Situated between two roundabouts. 

Issues 

From the towpath the major obstacle is the roundabout situated on the A540 between the 
towpath and the roundabout,  the cycle path follows the pavement down to the first arm of 
the roundabout, there the path goes to the centre of the arm, and then to the other side. You 
need to cross four roads of fast moving traffic to get to the side of the hospital this way. It is 
extremely dangerous. 

For a cyclist to come off the towpath and then turn down Deva Link they would have to cross 
eight lanes of traffic. 

The cycle path itself is very badly designed, with barriers and very short widths making this 
an exceptional challenge for the cyclist. 

The hospital is not signed at all from the direction of the towpath, nor on the towpath. An 
unsigned off road route to the hospital just after the roundabout is not signed, and is around 
1/3 the distance as the signed route (which goes up to the next roundabout along Countess 
Way). 

Potential Interventions 

Complete redesign of roundabout, to take into account cyclist and pedestrians, currently the 
roundabout it not safe. Redesign to unlock potential of the link from city centre to hospital 
via towpath. 

Take away all cycle lanes, it would be safer for cyclists to ride on the roundabout rather than 
use the cycle lanes. 

Increase signage to hospital, including unmarked potential access. 

POOR DESIGN OF CYCLE PATH 
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21. Boughton Road 

Site Description 

Main road into Chester City Centre from the East, dual carriage way in places.  

Good links to the canal side. 

Issues 

Good links to the canal side, then difficult cycling conditions on Boughton Road, very busy 
dual carriageway with no cyclist provision. 

No cyclist signage to canal or from canal.  

Four lane nature of road creates very narrow spaces for cyclists; raised curbs further add a 
hazard to cyclists. 

Cyclists cycle on the pavement rather than road, pedestrian conflicts. 

Potential Interventions 

Reallocate road space and put cycle lanes in place, creating a safer atmosphere for cyclists. 

Increase signage from the canal to the decision points along Boughton Road. 

BOUGHTON ROAD 
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3 Cycling Proposals 
3.1 This chapter sets out the design principles that have been used in developing 

infrastructure proposals and then presents the proposed cycle network, including 
infrastructure improvements and cycle parking provision.  

Design principles 

3.2 The design principles that have guided the development of cycling proposals have 
been discussed both with the Cycle Chester Steering Group and Chester Cycling 
Campaign. The resulting list of principles reflects the combined aspirations of the 
stakeholders consulted and also takes reference from the key principles discussed by 
John Grimshaw, Cycling England during his presentation in Chester on 10th 
September 2009.  

1. Continuity of provision 

3.3 A key principle of the cycle network is to ensure its permeability across the City, to 
enable cyclists to get from A to B. In some locations where provision already exists, 
this would include ensuring that links are made with other areas of existing 
provision, therefore providing a coherent network.  

3.4 The concept behind permeability is that the entire road network should be part of 
the cycle network. Key barriers to cyclists should then be identified and where 
possible alternative routes provided. Barriers to cycling can include both physical 
and competence barriers. Whilst competence barriers can be tackled by provision of 
training or a cycle buddy to accompany an individual on their journey. Where the 
barriers are physical, provision of alternative quiet routes (or off road options) can 
help to encourage people to cycle more frequently.  

3.5 Wherever possible the maximum route choice for all types of cyclist should be 
provided. 

2. Legibility 

3.6 For a cycle network to be really effective it should be clearly and prominently 
signed, this is not only invaluable to a visitor to Chester, but can also be used as a 
way to promote cycling in the City. 

3.7 Key decision points can be identified around the City. At these points signage is at a 
high priority and should include a cycle map and also information on key 
destinations and local cycle routes.  

3.8 Ideally signage should include an indicator as to how far, in minutes, the destination 
is, and also display any route options the cyclist may have to get to the destination 
(e.g. City Centre 10 mins off-road; City Centre 5 mins on-road). 
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3. Real advantage over other modes 

3.9 The cycle network should provide time savings at peak times against other modes. 
Such time savings can be easily achieved through effective use of cycle network 
short cuts, ample availability of safe cycle storage and through providing cyclists 
with real time advantages over motorised traffic on-road. 

3.10 Network shortcuts can appear in many forms, including; allowing two way provision 
for cycling along one way streets; allowing cyclists use of pedestrianised areas, and 
through building short cuts into the network that are only available to cyclists.  

3.11 Other journey time improvements can include adding advanced stop lines, cycle 
filters and cycle lanes which can all help the cyclist by-pass queuing traffic.  

3.12 Such shortcuts and interventions can rapidly reduce the time taken to get from A to 
B and along with increasing network permeability, gives cyclists a real advantage 
over motorised traffic and a more direct route to their destination.  

4. Improving safety and attractiveness of routes 

3.13 If a cycle route becomes safer, it becomes increasingly attractive to a wider group 
of cyclists and would-be cyclists. An unsafe route has an adverse effect; it becomes 
used only by the most competent and confident of cyclists. 

3.14 Key principles in achieving a more attractive route include reducing the speed and 
volume of motorised traffic and increasing the space and visibility of the cyclist. 
Roundabouts and other traffic junctions can become a real barrier to cyclist 
movements, especially where traffic turns across or emerges across the cyclist. At 
junctions such as these, cyclists need to be as visible as possible to motorised 
traffic. Physical interventions are needed at these junctions, some of which were 
never designed to be used by cyclists, through retrospective design and 
implementation. Alternative routes should also be provided for cyclists where 
difficult or busy junctions are situated along main corridors.   

3.15 Attractive cycle routes would include those that are off road, flat with a good 
surface and signage. Much of the canal towpath through Chester and the regional 
and national routes are good examples of attractive, well used cycle routes. 

5. Building on existing provision 

3.16 The aim of this masterplan is not to produce a number of isolated cycle routes, but 
to build on and link up existing cycling provision with the road network in a safe and 
coherent manner. 

3.17 In order to achieve this, barriers to cycle usage and specific infrastructure issues 
have been identified through the cycle audit and planned interventions have been 
drawn up to connect the various cycle routes to the key corridors into Chester.  

3.18 Once in Chester (inside the inner ring road), use of quiet streets and pedestrianised 
zones provide a perfect way of getting around the City. Key existing cycle routes in 
Chester include the National Cycle Routes (5 & 45), Regional Cycle Routes (89, 71 & 
70) and the canal towpath. 
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3.19 Linking these routes together with improved road junctions where problems have 
been identified and improving overall network legibility will all contribute to 
producing a truly permeable network that is attractive and provides options to all 
types of cyclists. 

Proposed cycle infrastructure schemes  

3.20 Improvements to cycle infrastructure have been directly informed by the cycle 
audits undertaken. The conceptual designs are presented within the remainder of 
this chapter.  

3.21 Further work will be required on these proposals in due course to bring them up to a 
detailed design standard which would enable detailed costings and implementation 
to take place. 

3.22 Figure 3.1 illustrates the locations of cycle infrastructure improvements that have 
been developed. This map also provides an indication of how the specific 
infrastructure improvements will enable a much more complete network of routes 
to be developed.  Drawings for each scheme are presented in Appendix E to this 
report and the following section provides a commentary on the development and 
rationale for each scheme proposal. Table 3-1 provides a summary of the schemes 
developed, relevant reference numbers for options considered and descriptions. 
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TABLE 3-1 PROPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEMES 

Scheme 

Ref Scheme Location Proposed by Description Option 

1 Fountains Roundabout SDG On-carriageway provision a 

2 
Fountains Roundabout Stakeholders 

Two way cycle provision 
along Garden Lane b 

3 
Fountains Roundabout SDG 

Use of Victoria Road as 
quiet alternative route c 

4 
St Annes Street/St 
Oswalds Way SDG 

Convert pelican to 
toucan crossing, shorten 
crossing time  

5 
Hoole Corridor SDG 

Frodsham Street/Gorse 
Stacks - improvements a 

6 
Hoole Corridor Stakeholders 

Brook St 2-way cycle 
provision b 

7 Hoole Corridor Stakeholders Brook Street bridge c 

8 
Bars Gyratory SDG 

Contraflow cycle access 
across roundabout.   

9 Queens Street/Foregate 
Street junction SDG Allow cycle movement  

10 Foregate st Stakeholders Two way cycle provision  

11 Eastgate st. Stakeholders Two way cycle provision  

12 Watergate Street SDG Two way cycle provision  

13 St Martins Way/Watergate 
Street SDG 

Facilitate 2 way cycle 
movement  

14 
Northgate street SDG 

Minor improvements to 
start of NCN route  

15 St Werburgs Street SDG Two way cycle provision  

16 
Upper Northgate Street SDG 

Right turn onto George 
St  

17 Frodsham st Stakeholders Two way cycle provision  
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Scheme 1 – Fountains Roundabout (options A, B and C) 

3.23 The cycle audits undertaken and anecdotal evidence suggest that the north-south 
movements across the Fountains Roundabout for cyclists are currently difficult and 
dangerous. The aim of option A is therefore to improve safety and provision for 
cyclists as much as possible, accepting that off road cycle provision would not be 
possible due to space constraints on the roundabout itself. Advance Stop Lines 
(ASLs) and cycle feeder lanes are proposed to enable cyclists to gain priority over 
other vehicles.  

3.24 Option B would provide an off-road alternative to the Fountains Roundabout along 
Garden Lane. If the traffic speeds were reduced through the use of traffic calming 
measures and the junction with Canal Street was converted to allow cycle entry, 
Garden Lane would provide a link into the city centre on quiet roads, avoiding the 
junctions on the ring road. Further work will be required to determine the best 
contra-flow technique to employ, including a traffic volume and speed survey and 
exact measurements of available carriageway width. 

3.25 Option C would provide cycle lanes on both Liverpool Road and Parkgate Road which 
would enable cyclists to reach the Fountains Roundabout more safely. This option 
would also provide a link to NCN route 5 through provision of a ramp from Liverpool 
Road. Appropriate signage could direct cyclists to the quieter Victoria Road 
corridor. 

Scheme 2 – St Anne’s Street/St Oswald’s Way 

3.26 This scheme involves an upgrade to the existing crossings of the ring road at St 
Anne’s Street to Toucans and the construction of a new crossing to enable cyclists 
to cross straight from the Northgate Arena Leisure Centre to St Anne’s Street.  

3.27 This scheme also involves improving access to the existing cycle route by introducing 
a right turn lane onto the cycle path from St Anne’s Street and also improvements 
to the southern side of the Toucan crossing to ensure easy access onto St Anne’s 
Street.  

3.28 This scheme also provides a link to Delamere Street (Scheme 12) and to the north to 
St Anne’s Street which links to the proposed improvements to Brooke Street and 
Hoole Way (Scheme 3). 

Scheme 3 – Hoole Corridor (options A, B and C) 

3.29 The cycle audits that we have undertaken highlighted that the northbound 
movement onto Hoole Way across the roundabout was difficult for cyclists. Option 
3A (in conjunction with Option 3B) facilitates use of Brook Street for this 
northbound movement as an alternative to using Hoole Way. A distinct, separate 
right turn pocket from Frodsham Street into both Gorse Stacks and Brookdale Place 
has been added to the Frodsham Street roundabout approach to improve access to 
Brookdale Place and the Canal towpath. In order to implement this scheme, parking 
enforcement on Brookdale Place will also need to be examined as currently cars and 
vans can block the cycle access point provided from Brookdale Place across St 
Oswald’s Way.  

3.30 This scheme provides a continuous link between the City Centre, the cycle parking 
on Frodsham Street and Hoole Way/Brook Street, the Toucan crossing at St Anne’s 
Street and the railway station.  
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3.31 Option 3B improves cycle access to Brook Street and the rail station, but is 
dependent upon the Brook Street improvement scheme being in place that is 
currently being considered by Chester Renaissance.  

3.32 This scheme would also provide links to Newtown via the Toucan crossing at Brook 
Place and also provide a link from Brook Street through to Victoria Road and the 
Greenway via Northgate Arena Leisure Centre. 

3.33 Option 3C is an ambitious proposal to provide a segregated route across the Hoole 
Road Bridge by means of a new bridge. This is a modified version of the proposal put 
forward by Cheshire County Council in their feasibility study “Hoole Road Bridge – 
Pedestrian Improvement and Footbridge Feasibility Report2”. The scheme relies on 
the acquisition of third party land and notably requires the relocation/modification 
of a major Network Rail signal gantry. 

3.34 The proposals seek to provide an alternative route to the narrow, constrained on-
carriageway section of the highway corridor as it passes over the railway. At the 
north end, the scheme would start at the point where the carriageway width 
constriction begins, just to the south of Lightfoot Street. North of this point it is 
envisaged that the cycle route continues northwards using on-carriageway cycle 
lanes, with a Toucan crossing providing the transition between the off-carriageway 
and on-carriageway sections. 

3.35 Working from north to south, the off-carriageway section would begin as a wide 
shared surface or segregated cycle track/footway, the extra width being obtained 
through land acquisition from the adjacent builders yard. 

3.36 Passing over the minor access junction, the route would then be accommodated on 
a new bridge structure, located immediately to the south of the existing road 
overbridge. This location requires either the relocation of an existing Network Rail 
signal gantry the integration of the signals into the new bridge structure. 

3.37 On the south side of the railway, the bridge would provide both a ramped approach 
and a staircase down to Station Road – the reason for not continuing along Hoole 
Way being the perceived difficulty of acquiring the necessary third party land from 
the rear of the commercial premises fronting Brook Street. The ramp and staircase 
approach to Station Road would require modification to the highway layout 
currently serving the Royal Mail sorting office and station car park.   

3.38 The scale of the proposed intervention reflects the importance of this proposal in 
overcoming a major obstacle to a high quality route between the city centre and 
the north east quadrant of Chester. We understand that Network Rail has aspirations 
to develop the station car park and therefore early dialogue with them would be 
beneficial.    

                                                 

 

 

 
2 December 2008 
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Scheme 4 – Bars Gyratory 

3.39 Similar to above, Bars Gyratory represents a major deficiency in the cycle network 
on what is a key cycle route linking the city centre with outlying areas to the east. 

3.40 When formulating ideas for measures to overcome the obstacles to cycling through 
this junction, we have taken into consideration the strategic role it performs in 
accommodating high volumes of traffic. This has led us to develop a solution that 
relies on off-carriageway provision. The proposals also take the opportunity to 
address the needs of pedestrians using the junction, most of which are currently 
accommodated by subways of a poor standard. 

3.41 The proposals consist of a Toucan crossing provision across selected arms of the 
gyratory, with the west to east cycle movement facilitated by widening portions of 
the footway. All of the existing subways would be closed.       

Scheme 5 – Queens Street/Foregate Street junction 

3.42 Queen Street is already used to access the cycle parking provided, but there is no 
formal right of way for cyclists to make this movement. Improvements to the Queen 
Street/Foregate Street junction would help improve safety and visibility of cyclists 
as there is currently conflict between cyclists turning out of Queens Street and the 
pedestrian flow along Foregate Street. Surface treatment will ensure that 
pedestrians are aware of the cyclists and improve safety at this junction and help 
reinforce the message that cyclists can be expected to be encountered here.  

3.43 This scheme links to the provision of a Contraflow cycle lane on Foregate Street 
(Scheme 6).   

Scheme 6 – Foregate Street 

3.44 This scheme proposes the introduction of two-way on-carriageway cycling provision 
along Foregate Street by introducing a westbound contra-flow cycle lane. Currently 
the high levels of pedestrian activity on Foregate Street mean that it is not suitable 
for informal cycle provision. This scheme is fundamental to ensuring that cycle 
access to the city centre is provided. It would also enable two way access to Love 
Street and to the existing cycle parking on Queens Street.  

3.45 In order to deliver this proposal, some modifications would be required to the 
existing taxi facilities on Foregate Street and the traffic signals at the junction with 
Love Street. The existing build outs at the entrance to Love Street and between 
Bath Street/Foregate Street would also need to be modified to enable a continuous 
cycle route to be provided.  

3.46 This scheme links with scheme 13 (Frodsham Street) and Scheme 7 (Eastgate 
Street).  

Scheme 7 – Eastgate Street 

3.47 Eastgate Street is currently open to cyclists during part of the day. The proposed 
scheme would enable permanent cycle usage and would also enable contra-flow 
cycling within the area. Further detailed work will be required to determine 
whether this contra-flow arrangement should be formally marked out or whether an 
unmarked, sign based configuration would suffice. 

3.48 This scheme links to two way cycling proposals on Foregate Street (Scheme 6) and 
also contra-flow cycling on Frodsham Street (Scheme 13). 
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Scheme 8 – Watergate Street 

3.49 The conversion of Watergate Street to two-way cycling would complete a key east – 
west link when joined to the proposals for Foregate Street and Eastgate Street. 
Watergate Street currently allows one-way westbound traffic movements outside of 
peak times, the restriction being physically enforced with bollards on Watergate 
Street.  

3.50 The characteristics of Watergate Street suggest that eastbound cycling could be 
facilitated by an un-marked contra-flow arrangement. 

Scheme 9 – St Martins Way/Watergate Street 

3.51 Improvements to the junction of Watergate Street and St Martin’s Way are crucial to 
enabling cycle access to the city centre from the west. As described above, cycling 
movements are currently only permitted westbound along Watergate Street and the 
highway layout requires cyclists to either turn right onto the Ring Road or dismount 
and use the signal controlled pedestrian crossings. The proposed scheme would see 
the modification of the junction to allow full eastbound and westbound cycle 
movements. 

3.52 The existing junction configuration would need to be fundamentally altered to 
facilitate these movements, with consequent changes to signal phasing that could 
potentially be detrimental to the overall traffic capacity of the junction. 

3.53 Advance stop lines will also be provided on all arms of the junction to provide 
cyclists will priority over other vehicles. The left turn from Nicholas Street into 
Watergate Street (westbound) is considered to be particularly dangerous for cyclists 
as HGVs also make this turn to access the Greyhound retail park. Advance stop lines 
could assist with cyclist visibility to HGV drivers and also the removal of the guard 
railing on this corner could provide cyclists with an escape route onto the footway if 
they are “cut up” by a HGV on the corner.  

3.54 This scheme links to Scheme 8 (Watergate Street).  

Scheme 10 – Northgate Street 

3.55 The National Cycle Routes 5 and 56 start in Market Square on Northgate Street. This 
scheme would improve the signage indicating the start of these routes and also 
ensure that the street furniture would not obstruct cyclists from using this route. 
Maps and information would also be provided on the NCN routes and the links 
available through NCN routes 45, 70 and 71. 

3.56 This scheme provides links both with proposed schemes on St Werburghs Street 
(Scheme 11) and Eastgate but also the national and regional cycle network.  

Scheme 11 – St Werburghs Street 

3.57 This scheme would allow two-way cycling on St. Werburghs Street, currently only 
permitted in a southbound direction. 

3.58 St Werburghs Street is currently well used by cars and pedestrians and as a result 
this scheme includes marked contra-flow cycle lanes where visibility is poor and 
unmarked contra-flow cycling where forward visibility is good.  

3.59 This scheme provides links with improvements to Eastgate Street (Scheme 7) and 
also proposals for Northgate Street (Scheme 10). 
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Scheme 12 – Upper Northgate Street 

3.60 The junction between Delamere Street and Upper Northgate Street is currently 
difficult for pedestrians and cycles to negotiate, especially for cyclists when turning 
right from Upper Northgate Street to Delamere Street. In order to improve the 
safety of this junction for all users, a right turn pocket is proposed on Upper 
Northgate Street and a raised table is proposed on both entrances to Delamere 
Street. The raised table will have the effect of slowing traffic entering Delamere 
Street and making it easier for pedestrians to cross from the bus shelters to the 
Delamere Street pedestrian island. 

3.61 The scheme would be further enhanced in favour of cyclists, pedestrians and buses 
through the use of urban design techniques to create a ‘gateway’ feature, perhaps 
employing flush surfaces, planting and high quality materials.    

3.62 This scheme provides a link along Delamere Street to the Toucan crossing at St 
Anne’s Street and to the Fountains Roundabout improvements (Scheme 1).  

Scheme 13 – Frodsham Street 

3.63 The Frodsham Street contra-flow cycle lane is a continuation of the provision on 
Foregate Street (Scheme 6). The provision of a marked cycle lane is proposed due to 
the current traffic levels along Frodsham Street. In order to provide the contra-flow 
lane, the taxi facilities on Frodsham Street will need to be relocated and the 
existing build outs will need to be modified.  

3.64 This scheme is crucial to providing continuity of provision from the Hoole 
Roundabout into the city centre and also to provide cyclists with the priority on this 
busy street.  

3.65 The scheme links with Scheme 3 (Hoole Corridor) and also Scheme 6 (Foregate 
Street).  

Scheme 14 – Pepper Street/Lower Bridge Street 

3.66 This scheme proposes the straightforward introduction of Advance Stop Lines for 
cyclists at this busy signalised crossroads junction.  

Scheme 15 – Handbridge/The Groves 

3.67 This scheme seeks to reduce conflict between cyclists and vehicles when crossing 
Handbridge. 

3.68 The proposal entails the upgrading of the existing traffic signal installation and 
conspicuous cycle markings to highlight to motorists the use of the bridge by 
cyclists. 

3.69 The principle of the upgrade to the traffic signals is the extension of the time 
allowed for crossing the bridge, either selectively according to need or as a general 
increase in the inter-green period (the time between signals changing). The 
selective method would have the advantage of minimising additional waiting delay 
to general traffic using the bridge and there are a variety of techniques available to 
achieve this. We recommend that further detailed work is carried out on the choices 
available - this could also include consultation with signal equipment manufacturers 
as to the availability of specialist measures. 

3.70 Additional cycle markings along the bridge would help deliver a message to 
motorists that the bridge is well used by cyclists and that they are likely to 
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encounter cycle traffic. Our initial proposal is to the placing of large cycle symbols 
at regular intervals along the main carriageway. A suggestion has also been made 
during the course of the study for the introduction of a central cycle lane across the 
bridge. This would send out the same message about the presence of cyclists on the 
bridge but also provide a positive means of indicating that cyclists should not be 
overtaken. The layout would be unconventional and therefore we recommend that 
this proposal is discussed further with specialist road safety advisors.      

3.71 The addition of dropped kerbs at the northern end of the bridge will also facilitate 
east west movements along the riverside.  

Scheme 16 – Overleigh Roundabout 

3.72 Improvements to the Overleigh roundabout have been developed to improve safety 
and priority for cyclists. Where possible, off-road links have been provided that will 
enable the more difficult junctions to be avoided entirely. ASL’s have been provided 
at the entry points to the junction on Grosvenor Road, Overleigh Road, Lache Lane, 
Wrexham Road, Curzon Park North and the A5104.  

3.73 This scheme will provide safer routes from Lache Lane to Overleigh Road and would 
also reinforce cycling as a mode through the addition of ASLs. Whilst this 
roundabout is still not ideal for cyclists, this scheme will help to improve safety and 
visibility of cyclists.  

Scheme 17 – Grosvenor Road/Nun’s Road 

3.74 This is a straightforward proposal to convert the existing Pelican crossing of 
Grosvenor Road to a Toucan. 

Scheme 18 – Boughton 

3.75 This scheme entails the conversion of the existing dual carriageway arrangement 
between the Bars gyratory and the Tarvin Road/Christleton Road junction to single 
traffic lanes with wide, with-flow nearside cycle lanes. The cycle lanes would cater 
for the key east – west cycle movement. 

3.76 Careful consideration of how the cycle lane provision will interact with parking, bus 
stops etc. will be required as will the implications on the removal of traffic capacity 
from this key link in the strategic highway network.    

Cycle Parking Proposals 

3.77 Chester Cycle Campaign has undertaken a survey of cycle parking within Chester 
city and has made recommendations on where additional cycle parking should be 
located. This audit of cycle parking is included as Appendix B to this document.   

3.78 There are several key principles for the provision and location of cycle parking 
facilities: 

I Parking must be visible and easy to use; 

I Appropriate lighting and signage must be provided; 

I Parking should be provided as close to key attractors as possible;  

I Throughout the city provision of a few stands at several locations is preferable 
to many at the same location 
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I Some specific locations of potential of high cyclist volumes (e.g. train station, 
football stadium, hospital) may require secure cycle parking facilities where 
bicycles maybe left for a substantial period of time. 

3.79 Sheffield stands are recommended as basic provision; with some secure parking 
(e.g. cycle lockers) provided at locations where people may be leaving their bike for 
longer. These locations might include shopping centres, rail stations and 
employment locations. Secure lockers could also be provided in areas where cycle 
parking is required and there are concerns about cycle theft, vandalism or cycles 
are to be left for long periods of time. 

3.80 We have proposed several locations for cycle parking in addition to those identified 
for the City Centre by the Cycle Campaign. Figure 3.2 illustrates these proposed 
locations together with existing cycle parking provision.  

3.81 At the locations suggested, it is anticipated that ten to twenty Sheffield stands 
could be installed and appropriate lighting and other facilities (for example dropped 
kerbs) provided for approximately £5,000 (this includes design and fitting).  
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FIGURE 3.1 CYCLE INTERVENTIONS – KEY PLAN 
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FIGURE 3.2 EXISTING AND PROPOSED CYCLE PARKING LOCATIONS 
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4 Wayfinding and Legibility 
4.1 The signing and wayfinding principles are an integral part of the cycle masterplan 

that has been developed. Where we have proposed improvements to cycle 
infrastructure, these need to be accompanied by clear signage and provision of 
information to encourage more cyclists to use them.  

4.2 In addition to publicising new infrastructure, information will also be provided about 
existing (and in some place under used) cycle facilities.  

4.3 This document has been developed at the same time as the Public Realm Design 
Guide. Initial meetings have taken place to ensure that the aims of these two 
documents are not in conflict. We have also developed the signage proposals with 
reference to the Chester Interpretation Masterplan3, developed for Chester 
Renaissance.  

4.4 Part 5 of The Interpretation Masterplan sets out proposals for signage within the 
City Centre. One of the challenges for Cycle Chester will be to ensure that any new 
signage installed helps cyclists to navigate the city and is not solely focussed on 
tourists and day visitors.  

4.5 Detailed signage proposals are not included in this Masterplan but will be developed 
as a result of the Interpretation Masterplan and also the Urban Design Guide being 
produced by Taylor Young.  

Key signing principles 

4.6 The two main objectives of a signing system are  

I Provide directional information allowing users to travel confidently between 
destinations; and 

I Support the identification of destinations; 

4.7 In this respect a signing strategy for cycling in Chester should: 

I Providing accessible, legible and timely information for all users through 
appropriately positioned signs on key routes (on road and off road); and 

I Be a consistent element of an information programme including maps, printed 
material, online material, promotional initiatives, etc. 

Key features of the signing system 

4.8 To achieve the above objectives, the system should have the following features:  

I It should consist of a hierarchical list of key destination and a comprehensive 
network of preferred routes and decision point to be appropriately signed; 

                                                 

 

 

 
3 Imagemakers, March 2009 
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I The system should be inherently consistent and recognisable; 

I The system should be visible but sympathetic to its surroundings; 

I All the structures, pictograms, and other signing elements used should comply to 
best practice on street cycling information; 

I The system should provide more detailed information at arrival points (key 
destinations); and 

I Include cycle times to key destinations where appropriate. 

Key locations for signage 

4.9 It is important that the established cycle routes have recognisable features and 
branding to reduce the need for information to be provided on traditional supports. 
The main benefit of this approach is to reduce streetscape clutter whilst still 
deploying a system which allows users to make informed decisions about their 
journey. 

4.10 This approach does not remove the need for signing provided on panels. We would 
expect this type of signage to be provided at:  

I Gateways to the cycling network – including junctions with the ring road, rail 
stations, key destinations, etc; and 

I Key decision points – where quiet route/off road route options are available 
(and perhaps not immediately obvious) including exits from the canal towpath 
etc. 

4.11 Since the gateways should be located where there is sufficient space to allow 
several cyclists to pause without blocking other movements, they would provide an 
opportunity to include more general tourist and travel information, as well as cycle 
specific route information. Paper copies of the Chester cycle map are currently 
provided at the rail station and it is recommended that at other city centre 
locations for example the tourist office that paper maps could be provided 
additionally. 

4.12 These Gateways would be points to pause and check the onward route if necessary 
so they could have additional information (including maps and direction signs) but 
importantly they will be prominent and consistent – i.e. give the impression that 
they are entry points to a unified space – so recognisably similar.  

4.13 Signing at decision points will help users to make route choices towards their 
destinations. As mentioned above, branding the routes will provide overall 
reassurance particularly for less experienced and visiting cyclists (see Figure 4.1).
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FIGURE 4.1 EXAMPLE OF CYCLE SIGNAGE AT A KEY DECISION POINT 

 

 

4.14 Because of its very strong historical character, it is important that signing of cycling 
routes and facilities in the city centre is achieved through interventions offering 
minimal visual impact on the surroundings. 
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FIGURE 4.2 EXAMPLE OF PAVING TO MARK CYCLE ROUTES 

 

 

4.15 Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 provide some examples of specific paving to mark routes, 
the use of floor-mounted waymarkers (metal plaques, stones, adhesive vinyl, etc.) 
and signs and pictograms on bollards. 

FIGURE 4.3 EXAMPLE OF BOLLARDS USED TO MARK OFF ROAD ROUTE 
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4.16 Figure 4.4 illustrates an example of a fingerpost finial developed for Colchester that 
could be used for off road routes within Chester. This type of interventions provides 
reassurance for cyclists whilst reinforcing the project brand and minimising the 
visual impact on the surroundings. 

FIGURE 4.4 EXAMPLE OF SIGNAGE DESIGN FOR COLCHESTER 
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FIGURE 4.5 KEY DESTINATIONS AND NEIGHBOURHOODS TO SIGNPOST 
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FIGURE 4.6 SIGNAGE – KEY DECISION POINTS  
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5 Putting Cycling at the Heart of Policy – Options for 
Integration 

Introduction 

5.1 In addition to improving cycling infrastructure in Chester, ensuring that cycling is an 
integral part of the policy framework is also of vital importance. Including cycling as 
a strong element of policy guidance, for example as part of the development 
planning process and also ensuring that there is clear design guidance to enable 
future cycling improvements to be of the highest standards.  

5.2 In order to advise Chester on the appropriate policy framework, we have 
undertaken a benchmarking exercise with other Local Authorities (all of which are 
Cycle Demonstration Towns) to gather information on several areas: 

I What guidance does the Authority work under when advising on cycling as part of 
new developments? 

I Do you have specific cycle design guidance? 

I Are there any specific cycle parking standards? 

I Do the above standards vary by type of development? 

I Is the existing guidance useful/adequate? 

I Have you done anything that has been particularly successful in terms of: 

I Securing cycling infrastructure; 

I Encouraging cycling in general; 

I Any other cycle infrastructure issues; 

I Has your Authority done things which have been less successful and that they 
would advise other Authorities to avoid doing? 

5.3 The Authorities that have we have spoken to are as follows: 

I Colchester; 

I Shrewsbury; 

I Southport; 

I Darlington; and 

I York. 

5.4 The benchmarking interviews conducted are summarised in this chapter and full 
versions are included in Appendix C.  

Benchmarking results 

Cycling policies and design guidance 

5.5 Many local authorities have not developed their own design guidance and are using 
National Guidance on cycle parking (PPG13) and cycle design guidance set out in 
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LTN 2/08. Many authorities felt that these provided enough guidance for developers 
and to ensure that cycling provision is taken into account when other improvements 
are being made.  

5.6 Some Local Authorities such as Colchester (and Chester) have adopted specific cycle 
design standards4 which allow consistent design standards to be applied by all 
districts across the County. However, there is recognition that the new DfT cycle 
design standards LTN 2/08 effectively superseded any design standards adopted by 
Local Authorities.  

5.7 In terms of cycle parking standards, Essex has recently adopted a supplementary 
planning document that sets these out in detail. This document includes different 
standards depending on the type of development being proposed5. Shrewsbury 
currently use the Sustrans guidance on cycle parking6 and are also developing their 
own cycle parking standards. This guidance will provide design standards for the 
cycle parking as well as numbers of stands to be provided at different 
developments.  

Successful interventions and recommendations 

5.8 Many Local Authorities have found that involving community groups as early on in 
the planning process as possible has paid dividends in terms of raising public 
awareness and also trying to ensure that opposition to proposed schemes is 
minimised.  

5.9 There is also recognition that once opposition to a cycling scheme is established, it 
is very difficult to re-gain public support. This has particularly been a problem in 
Southport where local residents have found it difficult to divorce their resentment 
of the Local Authority from the cycle schemes that it is trying to deliver.  

5.10 Shrewsbury are planning to provide business grant for cycle parking and also use 
travel plan funding for improving cycling facilities. Both of these initiatives are 
expected to help encourage more people to cycle.  

5.11 In terms of encouraging cycling in general, hosting the Tour Series was seen in 
Colchester as providing a significant boost to cycling and also community events 
that were related to Bikeability and getting parents involved have been seen as a 
great success.  

                                                 

 

 

 

4 Available on the Essex County Council website 

(http://www.essexcc.gov.uk/vip8/ecc/ECCWebsite/dis/guc.jsp?channelOid=16819&guideOid=14602&guideCont

entOid=133187) 

 
5 Available on Essex County Council website (www.essexcc.gov.uk) 
6 http://www.sustrans.org.uk/assets/files/Info%20sheets/cycle%20parking%20info%20sheet.pdf 
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Advice to Chester 

5.12 Advice from other Cycle Demonstration Towns included: 

I Setting achievable targets;  

I The town must make an ongoing commitment to increasing and promoting 
cycling as the benefits of investment will not necessarily be realised 
immediately; 

I Infrastructure improvements alone will not deliver a change in numbers of 
cyclists – an increase will require marketing and training as well as infrastructure 
investment (a good example of this has been the tailored cycling Personalised 
Journey Planning around a new route to station and town centre in Colchester 
with increased and improved cycle parking at the station. Training was delivered 
specifically in schools around the route to ensure that people knew about the 
new route); 

I Avoid gimmicks – if there is no market for specific interventions in your town 
which have high profiles elsewhere then don’t get sidetracked onto these. 

Funding sources and delivery 

5.13 The primary source of funding for Cycle Chester is currently the Cycle 
Demonstration Town funding from Cycling England and Local Transport Plan 
Integrated Transport Block funding (ITB). However, there are several additional 
funding sources that could also be considered to help fund cycling improvements.  

Developer funding 

5.14 Developer funding could be used to ensure that provision for cycling is included in 
new development sites. Whilst developer funding is currently negotiated on a case 
by case basis through Section 106 agreements, legislation within the Planning Act 
2008 has recently been introduced to enable Local Authorities to set out standard 
contributions from developers through a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) from 
April 2010 onwards.  

5.15 Communities and Local Government (CLG) have recently been consulting on various 
aspects of the CIL7, including the definition of what should be covered, the level at 
which the CIL should be set, further guidance that Planning Authorities might 
require on implementing the CIL and whether the rates payable should be 
differential based on the economic viability of development. 

5.16 It is recommended that when the CIL comes into affect next year, that Cheshire 
West and Chester take advantage of the opportunities presented by the CIL to 

                                                 

 

 

 
7 Community Infrastructure Levy – detailed proposals and draft regulations for the introduction of the 

Community Infrastructure Levy – consultation document (July 2009) 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/communitylevyconsultation
.pdf 
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ensure that developer funding towards cycling infrastructure is obtained where 
possible. 

Community Infrastructure Funding 

5.17 Community Infrastructure Funding (CIF) supports the delivery of transport schemes 
in Growth Areas and Growth Points where the transport investment will help to 
bring forwards housing development. The first and second rounds of CIF which ran 
from 2006-8 and 2008-11 respectively saw £500m funding provided for transport 
schemes.  

5.18 West Cheshire is designated as one of the Governments New Growth Points and as 
such would be eligible to apply for funding under any future round of CIF. Whilst it 
is not yet clear how much (if any) funding might be available through future rounds 
of CIF, Cheshire West and Chester in partnership with Cycle Chester should seek to 
ensure that they make best use of the funding available to deliver cycle 
infrastructure.  

Regional Funding Allocation/Local Transport Plan 

5.19 The Regional Funding Allocation (RFA) provides funding for major transport, housing 
and economic development schemes within each region. The transport component 
of the RFA is specifically capital funding for major schemes identified within LTPs 
and major Highways Agency schemes (other than on those roads of the greatest 
strategic national and international importance).  

5.20 Updated guidance on the RFA issued in 2008 extends the levels of funding allocated 
to each region to 2018/19 and also expands the RFA fund to include the Integrated 
Transport Block and maintenance funds. Potentially this will provide regions with 
more flexibility to fund schemes from these sources and in principle to allocate 
funds amongst these three sources as required from 2011/12 onwards.  

5.21 Cheshire West and Chester should ensure that cycling schemes to be implemented in 
the longer term are included in their third LTP and that funding is allocated to 
implement these schemes. Cycling schemes that are under £5m or do not qualify as 
major schemes may also be funded through the creation of a fund for more minor 
schemes using the funding from the ITB and major scheme allocation8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

 

 
8 Further information can be found in: Regional Funding Advice: guidance on preparing advice (2008), 

DfT, BERR and others http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/regional_funding_advice300708.pdf 
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6 Scheme Delivery 
6.1 This chapter sets out the indicative scheme budgets and proposed delivery 

programme for the schemes developed. The costs provided in this chapter will 
require more detailed work as part of the next stage of scheme development. 

Indicative scheme budgets 

6.2 Indicative scheme budgets for the schemes developed as part of this masterplan are 
set out in Table 6-1. 

 

TABLE 6-1 INDICATIVE SCHEME BUDGETS  

Scheme 

Ref 
Scheme Location 

Proposed 
by 

Description Option 
Indicative 
Cost 

01 Fountains Roundabout SDG 
On-carriageway 
provision 

a 
£150,000 

01 Fountains Roundabout 
Stakehold
ers 

Two way cycle 
provision along 
Garden Lane 

b 
£25,000 

01 Fountains Roundabout SDG 

Use of Victoria Road 
as quiet alternative 
route 

c 
£10,000 

02 
St Anne’s Street/St 
Oswald’s Way SDG 

Convert pelican to 
toucan crossing, 
shorten crossing time 

a 
£150,000 

03 Hoole Corridor SDG 

Frodsham 
Street/Gorse Stacks - 
improvements 

a 
£20,000 

03 Hoole Corridor 
Stakehold
ers 

Brook St 2-way cycle 
provision 

b 
£25,000 

03 Hoole Corridor 
Stakehold
ers Hoole Road bridge 

c 
£3m 

04 Bars Gyratory SDG 

Contraflow cycle 
access across 
roundabout.  

 
£1m 

05 

Queens 
Street/Foregate Street 
jcn SDG Allow cycle movement 

 
£5,000 

06 Foregate st 
Stakehold
ers 

Two way cycle 
provision 

 
£150,000 
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Scheme 

Ref 
Scheme Location 

Proposed 
by 

Description Option 
Indicative 
Cost 

07 Eastgate st. 
Stakehold
ers 

Two way cycle 
provision 

 
£20,000 

08 Watergate Street SDG 
Two way cycle 
provision 

 
£10,000 

09 
St Martins 
Way/Watergate Street SDG 

Facilitate 2 way cycle 
movement 

 
£150,000 

10 Northgate street SDG 
Minor improvements 
to start of NCN route 

 
£5,000 

11 St Werburghs Street SDG 
Two way cycle 
provision 

 
£25,000 

12 
Upper Northgate 
Street SDG 

Right turn onto 
George St (includes 
high quality public 
realm improvements) 

 

£150,000 

13 Frodsham st 
Stakehold
ers 

Two way cycle 
provision 

 
£100,000 

14 
Pepper Street/ Lower 
Bridge Street SDG Advance stop lines 

 
£10,000 

15 
Handbridge/The 
Groves SDG  

 
 

16 Overleigh roundabout SDG 

Improve signage. 
Introduce advance 
stop lines, provide 
off-carriageway cycle 
lanes and Toucans 

 

£250,000 

17 
Grosvenor Road / 
Nun's Road SDG Improve crossing 

 
£25,000 

18 Boughton 
Stakehold
ers Nearside cycle lanes 

 
£100,000 
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Delivery Programme 

6.3 Table 6-2 to Table 6-5 set out the schemes recommended for delivery over the 
short, medium and long term. It is anticipated that the short term 1 schemes could 
be bought forward within the current CDT funding period; short term 2 schemes 
could be bought forward within the funding period 2010/11 and the medium and 
long term schemes could be included in the Local Transport Plan development or 
delivered through the alternative funding sources detailed in Chapter 5. We have 
also identified a package of schemes that could be considered for delivery through 
the Regional Funding Allocation.  

TABLE 6-2 SCHEMES FOR SHORT TERM 1 DELIVERY (2009/10) 

Scheme 
ref 

Name Cost 

3a Hoole Corridor (Frodsham Street/Gorse Stacks Improvements) £20,000 

3b Hoole Corridor (Brook Street two way cycle provision) £25,000 

 Investment in cycle parking (approx 80 – 140 stands) £35,000 

 Total package cost £80,000 

 

6.4 The schemes for short term 2 delivery (2010/11) included in Table 6-3 could be 
delivered for between £250,000 and £330,000 as cost efficiencies could be gained 
from delivering these schemes together. 

 

TABLE 6-3 SCHEMES FOR SHORT TERM 2 DELIVERY (2010/11) 

Scheme 
ref 

Name Cost 

6 Foregate Street £150,000 

7 Eastgate Street £20,000 

8 Watergate Street £10,000 

9 St Martins Way/Watergate Street £150,000 

 Total package cost £330,000 
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TABLE 6-4 SCHEMES FOR MEDIUM/LONG TERM DELIVERY 

Scheme 

Ref 
Scheme Location Indicative Cost 

01a Fountains Roundabout £150,000 

01b Fountains Roundabout £25,000 

01c Fountains Roundabout £10,000 

02a St Annes Street/St Oswalds Way £150,000 

10 Northgate street £5,000 

11 St Werburgs Street £25,000 

12 Upper Northgate Street £150,000 

14 Pepper Street/Lower Bridge Street £10,000 

15 Handbridge/The Groves £30,000 

16 Overleigh roundabout £250,000 

17 Grosvenor Road / Nun's Road £25,000 

 Total package cost £835,000 

 

6.5 The Regional Funding Allocation package would be concentrated on the Hoole 
corridor and providing access into the City Centre from the Hoole Way/ring road. In 
order to qualify as a Major Scheme, the package cost must be more than £5m and it 
is anticipated that the schemes set out within Table 6-5 would cost between £4m 
and £5m to deliver.  

TABLE 6-5 SCHEMES FOR DELIVERY THROUGH THE RFA 

Scheme 
ref 

Name Cost 

3c Hoole corridor £3,000,000 

4 Bars Gyratory £1,000,000 

13 Frodsham Street £100,000 

18 Boughton £100,000 

 Total package cost £4,200,000 
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7 Recommendations 
7.1 There are several recommendations and areas for further work that have been 

identified as a result of this study. Further details of the infrastructure schemes 
proposed for implementation are included in Appendix E.  

Recommended schemes  

7.2 The package of schemes recommended for short term investment (2009/10) is 
presented in Table 7-1.  

7.3 It is recommended that these schemes are developed using the current year of Cycle 
Demonstration Town funding.  

TABLE 7-1 SCHEMES FOR SHORT TERM 1 DELIVERY (2009/10) 

Scheme 
ref 

Name Cost 

3a Hoole Corridor (Frodsham Street/Gorse Stacks Improvements) £20,000 

3b Hoole Corridor (Brook Street two way cycle provision) £25,000 

 Investment in cycle parking £35,000 

 Total package cost £80,000 

 

7.4 When further funding becomes available, it is recommended that the schemes for 
short term investment included in Table 7-2 are progressed using Cycle 
Demonstration Town funding over the period 2010/11.  

7.5 Additional schemes have also been identified that could be taken forwards for 
inclusion in the third Local Transport Plan and also as part of the Regional Funding 
Allocation third round. These schemes are identified within Table 6.4 and TAble 6.5.  

TABLE 7-2 SCHEMES FOR SHORT TERM 2 DELIVERY (2010/11) 

Scheme 
ref 

Name Cost 

6 Foregate Street £150,000 

7 Eastgate Street £20,000 

8 Watergate Street £10,000 

9 St Martins Way/Watergate Street £150,000 

 Total package cost £330,000 
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Recommendations for further work 

Further work to enable implementation of short term schemes 

7.6 The scheme drawings that have been produced as part of this study are outline 
drawings and further work will be required to work these up into detailed 
engineering drawings.  

7.7 Further work will also be required to develop detailed cost breakdowns for the short 
term schemes that have been recommended.  

Working with LTP team to ensure cycling proposals are included within LTP3 

7.8 In order to ensure that cycling proposals are included in future policy, the Client 
team should meet with the LTP development team to ensure that medium and 
longer term cycling schemes are included in the third Local Transport Plan.   

Develop Chester cycle map  

7.9 The current Chester cycle map is very well used by visitors and there is significant 
potential to include more information on the map and to also streamline its 
presentation of cycle facilities.  

7.10 The updated network map could also identify links with the wider network and 
highlight new infrastructure as well as clearly identifying cycling parking locations.  

Further development of signage proposals in coordination with Chester 
Renaissance 

7.11 Chester Renaissance is currently considering signage improvements for the city 
centre and it is very important that the signage proposed by Cycle Chester 
complements the other signage being proposed.  

7.12 We would be happy to continue assisting in the development and integration of both 
infrastructure and signage proposals through liaising with both Taylor Young and 
Chester Renaissance.  

Community engagement in areas where improvements are proposed 

7.13 In areas where infrastructure improvements are being progressed, community 
engagement at an early stage can help to ensure that local residents and users are 
well informed about the changes planned. Early consultation may also encourage 
more people to use the facilities being provided and feel ‘ownership’ of the project 
as a community. 

7.14 Personalised travel planning targeted on locations where infrastructure 
improvements are being planned (or where existing cycle facilities are underused) 
would help to improve local residents’ knowledge of the cycle options available to 
them.  

7.15 Steer Davies Gleave have developed a TravelStyle ‘tool’ specifically designed for 
travel behaviour change that enables people to be categorised based on their 
receptiveness to travel behaviour change. This tool could be used to identify 
populations that would be most likely to respond positively to personalised travel 
planning initiatives.  
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West Riding House 67 Albion Street Leeds LS1 5AA 
 

℡℡℡℡ +44 (0)113 389 6400   � leedsinfo@sdgworld.net   � +44 (0)113 389 6401 
 

www.steerdaviesgleave.com 

 1 

Venue County Hall 

Date 03 September 2009 

Attendees Cycle Chester Steering Group 

Circulation Attendees 

Project Chester Cycle Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Progress update and consultation on schemes being 

developed 

 

  ACTION 

1. Vision 2050 – part of the Sustainable Communities Strategy SDG to note 

2. SDG look at Living Streets research on cycle and pedestrian conflict SDG to 

action 

3. Subways in Chester need to look at cycle/pedestrian conflict and how this 

could be minimised. 

SDG to 

action 

4. Historical accumulation of one way streets where we no longer need them 

(e.g. Watergate Street, Garden Lane). 

SDG to 

action 

5. Look at relevant examples from other historic cities with a cruciform layout 

and a ring road in terms of good cycle provision.  

SDG to 

action 

6. Key destination points – the city centre, County Hall, the University sites 

and West Cheshire College and other educational establishments, hospital, 

station and the business park. 

SDG to 

action 

7. Specific issues/challenges to be addressed: 

- Overlee Roundabout – difficult to understand where 

cyclists should be 

- Fountains roundabout 

- Access to Greenway needs to be improved 

- Link from River Dee bridge to Business Park and 

Handbridge 

- Improve legibility – east to south and north to south. 

SDG to note 



 

8. Canal basin – signage needs to be improved. SDG to note 

9. SDG to present draft schemes to Chester Cycle Campaign meeting on 7th 

October. 

SDG to 

action 
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Venue County Hall 

Date 12 November 2009 

Attendees Cycle Chester Steering Group 

Circulation Attendees 

Project Chester Cycle Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Progress update and presentation of final report 

 

  ACTION 

1. Cycle storage should be provided at key destination points SDG action 

2. Current parking policy in Chester is included in SPG 6 – this should be 

referred to in report 
SDG action 

3. Chester planning to spend previous years underspend on Boughton 

improvements, school cycle parking and rail station parking 
SDG to note 

4. Changes to cycle maps: 

- Add the following as destinations – Chester Business Park, 

Chester Zoo and West Chester College. 

- Correct location of Bache, spelling of Great Boughton and 

add label for Upton. 

SDG to 

action 

5. Changes to schemes: 

Fountains Roundabout – make changes as discussed. Long term solution – 

complete redesign and filling in of roundabout. Is Section 106 agreement on 

Garden Lane still active? S106 agreement included a contra-flow on Garden 

Lane.  

Garden Lane (upper) – two way access needs adding for scheme 1B. 

Brooke Street – make changes to design and consult with Chester 

Renaissance (Bethan arranging meeting). 

Bars Gyratory – draw up a two-way section around north of junction and 

block off south side to create new public space. 

Upper Northgate Street – Section 106 agreements for adjoining 

developments – could these be used to fund scheme? 

SDG to 

action 



 

Handbridge – cycle markings on road may help improve driver awareness of 

cyclists. Access from Castle Drive onto Lower Bridge Street currently 

difficult – SDG to consider. SDG to make changes discussed.  

6. Agreed that report would be issued in draft form by SDG w/c 16th November 

and that Bethan would collate one set of comments on it. Changes/additions 

would be made to the report after meeting with Chester Renaissance. A 

final version would be issued shortly after the meeting with Chester 

Renaissance. 

SDG to 

action 
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking
Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Church/religious venue

Postcode: CH1 5BU

Blacon AvenueSt. Theresa's Parish CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2BT

Dicksons DriveThe New ChurchLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2LH

KingswayKingsway ChapelLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2PX

Devon RoadSt Michaels ChurchLocation:

Postcode: CH2 4BE

Church LaneParish Church - St OswaldsLocation:

Postcode: CH3 6BT

Chester RoadSt. Luke's ChurchLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7HL

Overleigh RoadSt. Mary's Church HallLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8DE

St Marks RoadSt Marks Church/Community CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8HH

Downsfield RoadSt. Clare RC ChurchLocation:

24 June 2009 Page 1 of 11



Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Postcode: CH1 5HS

Church WayBlacon Health CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH1 6EP

Church RoadSaughall Medical CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1HB

Wealstone LaneUpton Village SurgeryLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1QJ

Weston GroveUpton Medical CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7HL

Overleigh RoadOverleigh Orthodontists,24Location:

Postcode: CH4 7JS

Greenway StreetHandbridge Medical CentreLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Other

Postcode: CH1 2DW

St. Mary's CentreSt Mary's CentreLocation:

Postcode: CH1 4JE

New Crane StreetChester TravellodgeLocation:

Postcode: CH1 5BB

Blacon AvenueCrematoriumLocation:

Postcode: CH1 5HN

The ParadeBlacon Housing OfficeLocation:

Postcode: CH1 5QY

Western AvenueBlacon LibraryLocation:

Postcode: CH1 6EN

Church RoadVernon InstituteLocation:

Postcode: CH1 6HE

Capnhurst LaneCapenhurst StationLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1BT

Milll LaneBache Station (Liverpool Direction PlatfoLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1EU

Moston RoadChester ZooLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1HB

Wealstone LaneWealstone Care HomeLocation:

Wealstone LaneUpton Youth ClubLocation:

Wealstone LaneWealston Lane Play AreaLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2BT

Dickson's DrivePlay AreaLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2DX

Northgate AvenueNorthgate PondsLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2LL

KingswayPlay groundLocation:

Postcode: CH2 3AD

Lightfoot StreetDeva Court Industrial UnitsLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Postcode: CH2 3NJ

Hoole RoadLibraryLocation:

Postcode: CH4  7

Grosvenor RoadCemetaryLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7BE

Appleyards LaneAppleyards Lane Play AreaLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7HW

Overleigh RoadCemetary South sideLocation:

Overleigh RoadCemetary North sideLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7JP

HandbridgeEdgar's Field ParkLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7JT

River LaneCemetaryLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7LS

Lache LaneWestminster Park PlaygroundLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7QW

Manor RoadScout Group HQLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8DT

Cliveden RoadPlaygroundLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8HR

Lache Park AvenueLibraryLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Pub/Restaurant

Postcode: CH1 4EZ

Tower Wharf, Raymond StreetTelfords WarehouseLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1AU

Liverpool RoadEgerton ArmsLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2BU

Dickson's DriveThe Bears PawLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2LH

Coniston RoadDee MillerLocation:

Postcode: CH3 5AL

Russel StreetOld HarkersLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7BN

Hartington StreetThe Caitlan TavernLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: School

Postcode: CH2 1AW

Liverpool RoadQueens School (Junior School) (EntrancLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1HB

Wealstone LaneDorin Park School, EntranceLocation:

Wealstone LaneMill View School EntranceLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Postcode: CH1 3JT

Frodsham StreetTesco PrecinctLocation:

Postcode: CH1 4QG

Cine World/Bowling CentreSealand Retail ParkLocation:

Greyhound Retail ParkPC WorldLocation:

Greyhound Retail ParkHalfordsLocation:

Greyhound Retail ParkCometLocation:

Greyhound Retail ParkArgosLocation:

Postcode: CH1 6EP

Church RoadSaughall PharmacyLocation:

Church Road SaughallCoop ShopLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2BU

Dicksons DriveSomerfield SupermarketLocation:

Postcode: CH2 3LQ

Cedar DrivePost OfficeLocation:

Postcode: CH3 6EA

Sandy LaneOakfield NurseriesLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Sports facility

Postcode: CH1 4JE

New Crane StreetChester RacecourseLocation:

Postcode: CH1 4LT

Bumpers LaneChester City FCLocation:

Postcode: CH1 5BD

Blacon AvenueKing George v Playing FieldsLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1PR

Plas Newton LaneCheshire County Sports ClubLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2LB

KingswayKingsway Buildings, Chester University Location:

Postcode: CH2 3NJ

Panton RoadBowling GreenLocation:

Postcode: CH2 4EU

Mannings LaneCheshire County Council Sports fields/BLocation:

Postcode: CH3 6EA

Aldford RoadOld Hall Country ClubLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7BB

Lower Park RoadBoathouse/ParkLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Street/Public Car park

Postcode: CH1 1DA

St John Street17Location:

Postcode: CH1 1HJ

Foregate StreetThe BarsLocation:

Postcode: CH1 1LF

Eastgate StreetLocation:

Postcode: CH1 1NQ

Bridge Street16Location:

Postcode: CH1 1SD

The GrovesEast EndLocation:

The GrovesWest endLocation:

Postcode: CH1 1SL

Castle DriveOpp. County HallLocation:

Postcode: CH1 3AE

City RoadOutside StationLocation:

City Road2 to 10Location:

Postcode: CH1 3DY

Brookdale PlaceNear Bingo HallLocation:

Postcode: CH1 3EY

Black Diamond StreetThe Old GeorgeLocation:

Postcode: CH1 3HE

St. Anne StreetNewtown CloseLocation:

Postcode: CH1 3HR

Gloucester StreetLittle TheatreLocation:

Postcode: CH1 3JL

Frodsham StreetCar Park South sideLocation:

Postcode: CH1 4JE

New Crane StreetCrane Street Car ParkLocation:

Postcode: CH1 4QG

Greyhound Park Road, GreyhoCine World/ MegabowlLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Postcode: CH2 1EU

Moston RoadP+R Car Park A41Location:

Postcode: CH2 1JF

Long LaneUpton Heath ShopsLocation:

Postcode: CH2 1QL

Weston GroveWeston Grove ShopsLocation:

Postcode: CH2 2LJ

Long LaneCoop Pharmacy, Upton Heath ShopsLocation:

Postcode: CH3 6BT

Chester RoadPenny's Food and Drink , 104Location:

Postcode: CH3 7AS

Village RoadPost Office/ shopsLocation:

Postcode: CH3 7HG

Oaklands, Guilden SuttonShopping precinctLocation:

Postcode: CH3 7QT

Moor Lane, WavertonShopping precinctLocation:

Postcode: CH4 7JF

Overleigh RoadLaunderette/Cherry Valley RestaurantLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8BJ

Chester StreetShopsLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8BL

Chester StreetCity Arms/BookmakersLocation:

Postcode: CH4 8EY

Poplar RoadCliveden Road ShopsLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9GA

Herons WaySecurity OfficeLocation:
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Ideas for Suggested locations for cycle parking

Type of location: Workplace

Postcode: CH2 1AU

Mill LanePremier InnLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9GB

Chester Business ParkGb Group, Kingsfield CourtLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9QT

LakesideBall PackagingLocation:

LakesideNatwest Fund managementLocation:

LakesideRegus OfficeLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9QY

LakesideHM Customs & ExciseLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9RE

Chester Business ParkVertex Mortgage Services Kingsfield CoLocation:

Postcode: CH4 9RF

Chester Business parkThe Funding Corporation, Kingsfield CoLocation:
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Cycle Stands available - by location

Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Blacon/ Saughall/Mollington

Blacon AvenueChester Area HQ Police Station

CH1 5PD5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Other

Blacon AvenueSt. Theresa's Primary School

CH1 5BU4

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Blacon ParadeShops

CH1 5HW5

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Blacon ParadeShops

CH1 5HW3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Blacon Point RoadDee Point School

CH1 5NF2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Blacon Point RoadHighfield Primary School

CH1 5LD3

15

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Church WayBlacon Community Arts Centre

CH1 5HS4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Community Centre

Melbourne RoadJH Godwin Primary School

CH1 5JG2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Saughall RoadThe Arches Community School

CH1 5DB1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Western AvenueBYPP Training Centre

CH1 5PN5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Western AvenueSpar Shopping Centre

CH1 5PN2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Boughton Heath/Boughton

Beckets LaneBoughton Heath Primary School

CH3 5RW10

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

School

Boughton Hall AvenueBoughton Hall Cricket Club

CH3 5EL3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Sports facility

Caldy Valley RoadCaldy Valley Neighbourhood Church

CH3 5PR2

2

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Church/religious venue

Caldy Valley RoadHalfords/Pets at Home

CH3 5QZ18

36

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Caldy Valley RoadSainsbury's

CH3 5KJ10

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Caldy Valley RoadTwirl of Hay

CH3 5PR10

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Slot in ground

Semi-public

Pub/Restaurant
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Chapel LaneCherry Grove School

CH3 5EN10

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

School

Christleton RoadShops, Orchard Court

CH3 5EW4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Green LaneOldfield Primary School

CH3 5LB1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Green LanePublic Library

CH3 5LB4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Other

Green LaneShops

CH3 5LB4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Heath LaneHeath Lane Medical Centre

CH3 5UJ4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Queens RoadShops

CH3 5HD3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Sandy LanePlay Area

CH3 5UL5

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Other

Vaughan's LaneBishops High School

CH3 5XF1

21

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Private

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Chester Business Park/ Dodleston

Chester Business ParkGym at Bank of America

CH4 9WW7

50

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace

Heronbridge House, Chester BPhase 2 Bank of America

CH4 9QC2

52

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace

Herons wayPhase 5 Bank of America

CH4 9QR2

18

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace

Herons WayPhase 7 Bank of America

CH4 9QG2

14

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace

Heron's WayM&S Money Visitor Reception

CH4 9GA1

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Semi-public

Workplace

Sandpiper CourtAlexander Chapel Associates

CH4 9QZ3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Sandpiper CourtBank of Scotland Corporate

CH4 9QU5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

Sandpiper CourtCrest - Plus Business Unit

CH4 9QU3

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

Sandpiper Court Chester BusiIS Pharma/ Equity Business Units

CH4 9QZ4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: City Centre NE/Newtown

Brook Street71/73

CH1 3DZ5

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

CanalsideMill Hotel Gymn Club

CH1 3LJ4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

Sports facility

City RoadChester Station

CH1 3AE4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

City RoadChester Station

CH1 3AE6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace

City RoadChester Station

CH1 3AE34

68

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Other

City RoadRear of 36

CH1 3AE4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Workplace
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Frodsham StreetCar Park

CH1 3JJ3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Frodsham StreetGorse Stacks Car Park

CH1 3JJ6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Frodsham StreetTesco Entrance

CH1 3JL2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Frodsham StreetTesco Entrance

CH1 3JL3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Queen StreetBoots rear entrance

CH1 3LG7

7

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Seller StreetThe Square

CH1 3NA4

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

St Anne StreetCar Park (NE Side) St. Anne Street

CH1 3EY2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Union Walk, Frodsham StreetQuaker Meeting House

CH1 3LF5

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Church/religious venue
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: City Centre NW/Garden Lane/Sealand Road

Bumpers LaneAldi

CH1 4LT5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Chester West Employment ParProbation Service, Jupiter House

CH1 4QS2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Other

Earls PortShops

CH1 4JJ6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Public

Street/Public Car park

Garden LaneThe Bouverie - 51

CH1 4EW2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Greyhound Park RoadNext

CH1 4QG8

16

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Jupiter DriveRoyal Mail, Chester Mail Centre

CH1 4PA6

50

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Private

Workplace
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Jupiter DriveRoyal Mail, Chester Mail Centre

CH1 4PA1

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Other

Old Seals WayMcDonalds

CH1 4RY3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Semi-public

Street/Public Car park

Parkgate RoadAllen Building, Chester University

CH1 4BJ5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadBinns Building, Chester University

CH1 4BJ4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadCatherine House, Chester University

CH1 4BU4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadCloisters Building, Chester University

CH1 4BU6

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadCritchley Building, Chester University

CH1 4BU8

16

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Parkgate RoadDining Halls, Chester University

CH1 4BU2

2

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadDowns Building, Chester University

CH1 4BU5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadJohn Douglas Court, Chester University

CH1 4BU4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadMargaret House, Chester University

CH1 4BU4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadOld Pavilion, Chester University

CH1 4BU8

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Slot in ground

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadSenate House, Chester University

CH1 4BU4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Parkgate RoadThomas Building, Chester University

CH1 4BU6

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Sealand RoadB & Q

CH1 4LD6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Sealand RoadPark and Ride Car park

CH1 4PH3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Sealand Road/Bumpers LaneTesco

CH1 4NT3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Stendall RoadCurry's

CH1 4LU20

40

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Stendall RoadFurniture Village/Reids

CH1 4AW20

40

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Stendall RoadReid Furniture

CH1 4LU20

40

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Tower RoadScout Hut

CH1 4JA4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Public

Other
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Upper Northgate Street14

CH1 4EE1

1

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Securing ring on wall

Public

Street/Public Car park

Walpole StreetSt. Thomas of Canterbury Primary 

School

CH1 4HG3

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: City Centre SE

Bridge Street42

CH1 1NQ3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Bridge Street45

CH1 1NG3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Castle DriveCounty Hall

CH1 1SL1

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Council Offices

Castle DriveCounty Hall

CH1 1SL13

23

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Council Offices

Foregate Street46

CH1 1HA4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Foregate Street76

CH1 1HA6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Foregate Street86

CH1 1HB4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Friarsgate7

CH1 1XG14

14

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Little St.John StreetLaw Courts

CH1 1RE6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Other

St John StreetWesley Methodist Church/Hall

CH1 1DA2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Church/religious venue

The GrovesBy suspension bridge

CH1 1SD5

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Upton LaneUpton Heath Primary School

CH1 1ED16

32

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: City Centre SW

Commonhall StreetCheshire/Chester Observer

CH1 2BJ8

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Securing ring on wall

Semi-public

Street/Public Car park

Cuppin Street17

CH1 2BN3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Council Offices

Grosvenor RoadCounty Hall Car Park entrance

CH1 2DS10

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Council Offices

Grosvenor RoadCounty Hall Law Courts

CH1 2DS4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (ornate)

Semi-public

Council Offices

Northgate StreetCentral Library

CH1 2EF5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (ornate)

Public

Street/Public Car park

St. Werburgh StreetCathedral

CH1 2DY5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (ornate)

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Weaver Street1

CH1 2BQ6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Private

Workplace
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Guilden Sutton/Christleton/Waverton

Arrowcroft RoadGuilden Sutton Primary School

CH3 7ES2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Barrow LaneBarrow Primary

CH3 7HW1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Common Lane, WavertonWaverton Primary School

CH3 7QT10

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Pepper Street, ChristletonLaw College, Christleton Hall

CH3 7AB1

50

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

College/University

Village RoadChristleton High School

CH3 7AS1

70

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Handbridge/ Queens Park/Lache lane

Castlecroft RoadCoop

CH4 7QD4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Claypit RoadThe Beauty Lounge

CH4 7QX4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Eaton RoadWest Cheshire College

CH4 7ER12

24

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Five Ashes RoadBelgrave Primary School

CH4 7QS5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

School

Five Ashes RoadWestminster Park Community Centre

CH4 7QS6

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Other

Lache LaneWestminster Park - Glan Aber Tennis 

Club

CH4 7LR6

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Sports facility
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Lache LaneWestminster Park Golf Course - Ticket 

Office

CH4 7LR40

40

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Sports facility

Old Wrexham RoadOverleigh St. Mary Primary School

CH4 7HS6

30

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Wrexham RoadLA Fitness

CH4 7QP2

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Private

Sports facility

Wrexham RoadNuffield Hospital

CH4 7QP1

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Private

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Hoole/Flookersbrook

Faulkner Street47, Hoole Road/Faulkner Street

CH2 3NH3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park

Hoole LaneHoole Primary  School

CH2 3HB1

25

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

School

Hoole LaneHoole Primary School

CH2 3HB2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Shavington AvenuePark Medical Centre

CH2 3RD4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Vicarage RoadHoole All Saints Church Hall

CH2 3HZ3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Church/religious venue

Walker StreetCoop

CH2 3BS3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Westminster RoadCar Park, Westminster Road

CH2 3AX3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Huntington/Saighton

Chester RoadHuntington Post Office, 53

CH3 6BS3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Lache/ Westminster Park/ Curzon Park

Curzon Park NorthChester Golf Club

CH4 8AR20

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Private

Sports facility

Curzon StreetCurzon House  Nursing Home

CH4 8BP3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Hawthorne RoadLache Community Centre (Front)

CH4 8HX4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Community Centre

Hawthorne RoadLache Community Centre (Side)

CH4 8HX3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Community Centre

Hawthorne RoadLache Medical Centre

CH4 8HX6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Hawthorne RoadLache Young People's Centre

CH4 8HX4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Other
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Newton/Bache/Northgate Village

Brook LaneMcColls,

CH2 2EB4

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Brook LaneVets 4 Pets

CH2 2EB12

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Other

KingswayCoop

CH2 2LJ3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

KingswayKingsway Buildings, Chester 

University (Front)

CH2 2LB2

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

College/University

KingswayKingsway Buildings, Chester 

University (side)

CH2 2LB2

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

College/University

KingswayKingsway Children's Centre

CH2 2LB1

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Other
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

KingswayMartin's

CH2 2LJ3

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Street/Public Car park

Kingsway WestNewton Primary School

CH2 2LA2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Northgate AvenueNorthgate Village Surgery

CH2 2DX2

4

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

off Limewood CloseNew Scene Youth Club

CH2 2HJ10

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Other

Victoria RoadJohn Milton Court, Chester University

CH2 2AX4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Victoria RoadNorthgate Arena

CH2 2AU20

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Public

Sports facility

Victoria RoadNorthgate Arena

CH2 2AU12

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Other

Semi-public

Sports facility
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Newton/Bache/Upton/Upton Heath/

Acres LaneOrchard Manor Nursing Home

CH2 1LJ3

3

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Private

Workplace

Caughall RoadCedar House, Chester Zoo

CH2 1LH8

16

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

Liverpool RoadA & E , Countess of Chester Hospital

CH2 1UL11

11

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Liverpool RoadA& E, Countess of Chester Hospital

CH2 1UL6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Grippa stand

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Liverpool RoadMain entrance, Countess of Chester 

Hospital

CH2 1UL2

11

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Liverpool RoadOccupational Health, Countess of 

Chester Hospital

CH2 1UL5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Liverpool RoadPsychology Service, Countess of 

Chester Hospital

CH2 1UL5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Liverpool RoadTotal Fitness - Car Park (Rear)

CH2 1AQ1

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Sports facility

Liverpool RoadTotal Fitness - Entrance Foyer

CH2 1AQ1

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Sports facility

Liverpool RoadTotal Fitness (Car Park)

CH2 1AQ1

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Semi-public

Sports facility

Liverpool RoadTransport Facilities Dept. Countess of 

Chester Hospital

CH2 1UL2

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

Mill LaneMorrison's - Left Hand front

CH2 1BT18

36

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park

Mill LaneMorrisons Right Hand side front

CH2 1BT8

16

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

Shop/Supermarket  Car Park
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Moston RoadChester Zoo A41 entrance/Car Park

CH2 1EU1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Other

Victoria CrescentRigg Building, Chester University

CH2 1AG5

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Semi-public

College/University

Victoria RoadRiggs Building, Chester University

CH2 1AG4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Semi-public

College/University

Wealstone LaneBowling Green

CH2 1HB1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Public

Sports facility

Wealstone LaneMill View Primary School

CH2 1HB4

20

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Wealstone LaneUpton Library

CH2 1HB6

6

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Other
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Saughall/Capenhurst/Mollington/South Wirral

Capenhurst Industrial ParkC-Tech Innovation

CH1 6EH1

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Private

Workplace

Chester Gates Industrial ParkTelford Court

CH1 6LT2

16

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Private

Workplace

Chester Gates Industrial ParkVT Nuclear Services

CH1 6LT1

12

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Stand mounted slot

Private

Workplace

Church LaneBackford Hall

CH1 6EA4

8

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Public

Council Offices

Church LaneBackford Hall

CH1 6EA15

30

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Sheffield Stand (Basic)

Private

Workplace

Church RoadSaughall, Thomas Wedge Primary 

School

CH1 6EP2

10

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School
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Cycle Stands in Chester area

Area: Upton Heath/ Mickle Trafford/Moston

Gordon LaneHospice of the Good Shepherd

CH2 4DG1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Wall mounted clamp

Semi-public

Clinic/Surgery/Hospital

School LaneMickle Trafford Primary

CH2 4EF1

5

Number of stands

Number of spaces

Style of stand

Access
Under cover?

Nature of location

,

Toastrack

Private

School

Number  of locations for cycle parking in Chester area: 166

Grand total of cycle parking spaces in Chester: 1970
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Cycle Masterplan 

 

 

Appendix 

APPENDIX 

C 

NOTES OF BENCHMARKING INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
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Date 28 October 2009  

From Pete Zanzottera 

Project Chester Cycle Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Local Authority benchmarking - York 

  

This note follows a visit to York by Pete Zanzottera who met with Graham Titchener – the 

Programme Manager for Cycle York, on 27th October 2009. Pete also spoke to Robert 

Walker the events and marketing manager for Cycle York. 

The main purpose of this visit was to benchmark York and Chester in terms of city centre 

cycling.  

York and Chester both have a very high number of tourists, historic centres, and 

pedestrianised centres that for much of the day are saturated with pedestrians. However 

York has a cycling culture and a high level of cycling, and a history of cycling 

infrastructure and promotion in the centre, whereas Chester has lower levels of cycling 

and is just starting out on infrastructure and promotion.  

One of Graham’s key pieces of advice was that Chester needed to prioritise some visible 

signs of its commitment to cycling and get the profile of cycling in the public eye with 

promotional activity. 

Technical 

York uses both the DfT and Cycling England design guidance that is available in LTN08 and 

various notes available from Cycling England. However York has just published a 

committee paper that has been agreed and passed by the Council’s executive committee 

and this outlines central design guidelines for the city. One of the purposes of this is to 

make the approach consistent across the city as well as sending clear signals to cyclists 

and other road users.  

York also compares all new interventions on cycling and uses its own bespoke method for 

generating cost benefit analysis. 

York has just commissioned its framework consultants to conduct a review of cycling 

provision and produce a city centre action plan. This is led jointly by the city development 

team (Dave Cauldfield) and transport planning (contact Pam Murray at Halcrow for 

information). 

Cycle parking in the centre is now provided in a large number of locations although this 

has always been a contentious issue and the biggest issue has been internal clearance with 

the specialists in historic buildings. However all parking locations are well signed and carry 

useful information on locking your bike (working with Safer York Partnership). 

York has some large cycling infrastructure projects in the pipeline. The Crichton Avenue 

scheme is due to start building before the end of 2009 and Beckfield Lane II has just been 

called back by the scrutiny board. The majority of funding at present is LTP and Cycle City 



 

 2 

funding although there is a history of procuring section 106 funding for cycle 

infrastructure. York Racecourse is currently being redeveloped and has an S106 agreement 

for cycle measures. 

The footstreets 

The central streets in York have access arrangements for loading and cycling is allowed 

during these times. However, for the rest of the time there is generally such a large 

volume of pedestrians cycling can only occur at a slow pace. Graham had just been on 

radio saying that new cyclists were generally less confident and not likely to cause a lot of 

conflict.  

Railway 

Access to York Station has traditionally been an issue that is difficult to resolve. As part of 

the ATOC monies it is hoped that a new access scheme for cyclists and pedestrians will be 

progressed. The work on providing a bolted on section to the Scarborough Bridge for 

pedestrians and cyclists has been further delayed, awaiting a technical report from 

network rail. 

Shared Use 

There is currently a push in York to provide more shared use although Graham is aware 

that this often does not necessarily resolve conflicts. It was unclear whether this is part of 

the City centre plans although Graham’s view was that the current arrangements are 

adequate. 

Policing 

There has always been a close working relationship with Safer York Partnership. There is a 

current autumn campaign where CPSO’s are giving a 14 day penalty notice to cyclists 

riding at night without lights. If the cyclist arrives at the police station with working lights 

or a stamped receipt the fine is rescinded. Cyclists riding on the pavement or jumping red 

lights are also given notices by community police although at present there is not a 

decriminalised alternative.   

Business Travel Plans 

Key institutions and businesses have travel plans in York and support for these on cycling 

issues has been a key component in York’s success. Nestle has just reported a 15% increase 

in cycling and the following all have shown good progress on cycling – York hospital, 

university, Aviva, Portakabin although these are only the ones that sprang to mind.  

Graham is very happy to talk to Chester about any particular issues. 
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Date 19 November 2009  

From Kate Gifford 

Project Chester Cycle Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Benchmarking with Local Authorities - Southport 

  

1. Name – Dave Marrin 

2. Position – Project Manager  

3. Authority – Southport CDT 

4. What guidance does your authority work under when advising on cycling as part of 

new developments? 

Southport doesn’t have any specific cycle guidance or guidance on cycle parking 

standards. The national standards are used for both cycle design guidance (DfT’s LTN 

2/08) and cycle parking standards (Cycling England).  

5. (If not covered) what does the above guidance say about cycling? N/A 

6. Is the guidance useful/adequate etc?  Are there any issues associated with it/a 

lack of guidance…? 

N/A 

7. Has the authority done things that have been particularly successful in terms of: 

a. Securing cycling infrastructure 

b. Any other cycling infrastructure issues 

c. Encouraging cycling in general 

Southport has been successful in gaining support for leisure cycle routes. As part of 

the route implementation they have also consulted with community groups and cycle 

campaign groups/cycle clubs both before and during the implementation of new 

routes.  The seafront route in particular is key to encouraging regeneration and is seen 

as particularly important. 

8. Has the authority done things which have been less successful and that they would 

advise other authorities to avoid doing? 

The consultation with community groups was very successful before implementation of 

the proposed routes and people were very keen to get involved. There was however 

some local opposition to the cycle routes planned but this has mainly been due to pre-

existing negative feeling towards the Council rather than specific opposition to the 

cycle routes. It has been difficult to divorce consultation for the cycle routes from the 

resentment of the Local Authority and its organisation.  

 



 

 2 

9. Is there any advice that the authority can give which would help Chester? 

The advice from Southport to Chester is to involve communities in improving cycle 

facilities as much as possible. Finding Community Champions can also help to raise 

awareness and this has worked well in Southport. Use existing community groups and 

cycle clubs etc to engage with local people. Involving schools has also been really 

successful in getting both students and parents involved.  
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Date 5 October 2009  

From Jonny Rotheram 

Project Chester Cycling Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Benchmarking other local authorities - Shrewsbury 

  

1. Name - Emma Bullard 

2. Position - CDT Officer  

3. Authority – Shrewsbury Cycle Demonstration Town 

4. What guidance does your authority work under when advising on cycling as part of 

new developments? 

a. Is there specific cycle design guidance? 

Shrewsbury use Sustrans guidance, they also had borough cycle parking guidance before 

they became a unitary, they are updating this guidance now to be more detailed (e.g. 

recommending type of cycle parking as well as number). 

b. Are there specific cycle parking standards? 

The town has visitor and resident parking, resident parking has to be under cover and 

secure, visitor parking does not necessarily have to be undercover, but should be well lit 

and close to access. Shrewsbury are also developing procedure for businesses to draw 

down a grant to install cycle parking, as well as advising developments with travel 

planning. 

Shrewsbury has recently installed a large number of cycle racks at the hospital. 

c. Does the above vary by type of development? 

5. (If not covered) what does the above guidance say about cycling 

6. Is the guidance useful/adequate etc?  Are there any issues associated with it/a 

lack of guidance…? 

7. Has the authority done things that have been particularly successful in terms of: 

a. Securing cycling infrastructure 

Shrewsbury is a Connect2 town and so much of the infrastructure funding comes from this 

pot. 

b. Any other cycling infrastructure issues 

c. Encouraging cycling in general 

Shrewsbury has recently recruited a Bike It instructor to work in primary schools, and also 

offer Bikeability training to all schools (although parents have to contribute £15 for the 

child to go on the course). 
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Shrewsbury has also embarked on piloting adult cycle training which will be offered in work 

places. This will also be subsidised but will cost £20. 

Shrewsbury also have a ‘Cycle Shrewsbury’ membership which is free but entitles members 

to a discount card and member only competitions as well as other cycling incentives. 

8. Has the authority done things which have been less successful and that they would 

advise other authorities to avoid doing? 

Shrewsbury had an advert on cycling in the town made for a Shopping centre road show 

event, the company paid to do the advert, however, did not perform well. 

9. Is there any advice that the authority can give which would help Chester? 

No, because Shrewsbury is a relatively new CDT, little infrastructure has been implemented.  
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Date 04 November 2009  

From Jonny Rotheram 

Project Chester Cycle Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Benchmarking other local authorities - Darlington 

  

Questions: 

1. Name: Louise Neale 

2. Position: Cycling Officer  

3. Authority: Darlington 

4. What guidance does your authority work under when advising on cycling as part of 

new developments? 

a. Is there specific cycle design guidance? 

Cycle infrastructure design guide is used for actual design of infrastructure. 

Darlington have asked for special dispensation to change their cycle signage from 

distance to minutes, this was found to be easier to interpret as well as promoting 

cycling to car drivers whom may think cycling takes longer than it actually does. 

b. Are there specific cycle parking standards? 

Varies for type of development, but ensure that every school is supplied with 

enough parking for 10% of pupils. Otherwise needs are based on case-by-case, using 

guidance from CTC which can be found on Cycling England website. Darlington have 

110 capacity for cycles in the city centre, and have found these are enough. 

c. Does the above vary by type of development? 

As above. 

5. Is the guidance useful/adequate etc?  Are there any issues associated with it/a 

lack of guidance…? 

Due to Darlington being a Cycle Demonstration Town, many cycling developments do 

not have guidance as they’re there to demonstrate new ways of approaching cycle 

infrastructure design. There are no ASLs in Darlington because guidance suggested 

that you had to have a cycle lane into the stop line, and designers thought this 

inappropriate.  

6. Has the authority done things that have been particularly successful in terms of: 

a. Securing cycling infrastructure 
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Darlington is also a Sustainable Travel City and so gets a pot of money from that, 

because of this essentially all the CDT money was spent on Cycle Infrastructure. 

Approx. 800-900k per year on infrastructure. 

b. Any other cycling infrastructure issues 

All cycling infrastructure was developed on quiet, off-road locations, as Darlington 

targeted getting people who used to cycle back on their bikes, and those who have 

never cycled before. They have developed 7 radial routes, of which 6 are complete 

and all are signed. Radial routes are designed to run parallel with the main arteries. 

c. Encouraging cycling in general 

Darlington has seen an increase in 0.9 – 6% cycling in schools from 2005-2008 and an 

increase of 1%-3% modal split toward cycle journeys across the city. 

Bikeability training is offered to all schools in Darlington. 

7. Has the authority done things which have been less successful and that they would 

advise other authorities to avoid doing? 

Louise suggested that neighbourhood participation and the way to go about local 

acceptance is a major aspect of network design (although generally she was talking 

about the off-road cycle routes). Darlington work with the Countryside team in 

order to ensure the cycle path fits in with the environment and does offend local 

residents.  

She also emphasised the need to back up any infrastructure improvements with 

softer measures such as maps and leaflets. Pocket leaflets of routes were proving to 

be very popular in Darlington.  

As well as this, Louise emphasised the importance of good signage throughout the 

network. 

 

Comment [J1]: Disagree with 
this way to design the 
network, although their focus 
group are more vulnerable it 
makes out that cyclists should 
not be on the roads, as well as 
this the main arteries are 
generally the fastest way to 
get into city centres by bike.  
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Date 12 November 2009  

From Bryn Lockwood 

Project Chester Cycling Masterplan Project No. 22173401 

Subject Benchmarking Colchester 

  

Questions: 

1. Name:  Paul Wilkinson 

2. Position:   Transportation Policy Manager – Cycling Town Client 

3. Authority:  Colchester Borough Council 

4. What guidance does your authority work under when advising on cycling as part of 

new developments? 

a. Is there specific cycle design guidance? 

Essex County Council Cycle Design Standards – though these are not an SPD – and in 

practice are now superseded by the new DfT cycle standards guidance LTN 2/08 

b. Are there specific cycle parking standards? 

Yes these are included in the Parking standards as part of the recently adopted ECC 

SPD – available on ECC website (www.essexcc.gov.uk) – allows consistent standards 

applied by all districts across the County. 

http://www.essexcc.gov.uk/vip8/ecc/ECCWebsite/dis/guc.jsp?channelOid=16819&

guideOid=14602&guideContentOid=133187 

c. Does the above vary by type of development? 

Yes there are separate standards for residential, commercial, recreation etc  

5.  (If not covered) what does the above guidance say about cycling? 

6. Is the guidance useful/adequate etc?  Are there any issues associated with it/a 

lack of guidance…? 

7. Has the authority done things that have been particularly successful in terms of: 

a. Securing cycling infrastructure 

Cycling Town, Planning agreements for cycle routes in new developments etc  

b. Any other cycling infrastructure issues 

c. Encouraging cycling in general 

Cycling Town, hosting Tour Series event a full programme of community based 

activities – such as Schools Bikeability Skills and riding the circuit. 
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8. Has the authority done things which have been less successful and that they would 

advise other authorities to avoid doing? 

9. Is there any advice that the authority can give which would help Chester? 

Don’t set your expectations too high. 

Set achievable targets. 

Towns must commit to increasing and promoting cycling as a continuing 

commitment as benefits will not be realised immediately. 

While changes in numbers will be observed in specific targeted groups the increase 

in cycling across the board will be slower in coming. 

Infrastructure improvements alone will not deliver a change in numbers cycling - to 

actively increase requires the three themes approach (of Cycling Towns) which must 

include marketing and training. 

In Colchester the tailored cycling focused Personal Journey Planning around a new 

route to station and town centre with increased and improved cycle parking at the 

station and training delivered in schools around the route is a good example. 

Avoid gimmicks – if there is no market for specific interventions in your town which 

have high profile elsewhere then don’t get sidetracked on these. 
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Signage and Wayfinding for Cyclists Audit  



Chester | Signage and Wayfinding for Cyclists Audit 

Chester Station

++ The station hall is barrier free and 
allows easy access for cyclists

++ Cycle parking is available inside 
the station

+– No signs towards the cycle parking 
available ouside or inside the 
station

+– No cycling signs towards the city 
centre available at the station



Chester | Signage and Wayfinding for Cyclists Audit 

Design consistency

++ Most of the signage for cyclists 
complies with national standard 
(Blue background, white font).

+– There are two styles of pedestrian 
signage in the city centre.

+– Signing for pedestrians does not 
inlcude distance or approximate 
walk time information



Chester | Signage and Wayfinding for Cyclists Audit 

Positioning of signs

++ Signs for cyclists are mostly well 
placed and visible.

+– There are some signs missing:

 > on city road to leading onto the 
advisory road to the city centre

 > on Watergate Street to leading onto 
City Wall Road

 > On Water Tower Street indicating 
where the access ramp to the canal 
is

+– Misleading signs on the river walk 
and cycle path (e.g. bottom right)



Chester | Signage and Wayfinding for Cyclists Audit 

Permeabilty of the city centre

++ Cyclists are directed towards 
the cycle parkings outside the 
pedestrianised area.

++ Some signs only indicate cycle 
routes but not cycle parkings.

+– Signage leading to cycle parking 
on Foregate Street is not clear, 
particularly for visitors.

+– Routes around the city are not 
identified.

+– No signage on Princess Street 
about cycle parking in Northgate 
Street (and possible shortcut for 
cyclists)

+– Advisory route via Bedward Row 
ends abruptly at St. Martins Lane, 
and no further signs are provided 
for the cyclists on how to continue 
their journey.
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